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Daniel Greenberg – Written Evidence 
 
This response to the Committee‘s Call for Evidence is submitted by me in a personal 
capacity.  I am a barrister specialising in legislation, in which capacity I draft legislation for 
groups and bodies within the United Kingdom and elsewhere.  I have written and published a 
number of works about legislation, and I provide training on related matters in the United 
Kingdom and elsewhere.  I worked as Parliamentary Counsel for the United Kingdom 
Government from 1991 to 2010. 

Question 1: Has there been a change in either the volume or the character of delegations in bills 
over recent years? 

The trend towards the use of skeleton bills continues and allows very significant areas of 
legislation to be provided for entirely by statutory instrument, with little or no effective 
Parliamentary scrutiny.   

Within the general trend of increasing delegation, a particularly troubling development is 
that it has become absolutely standard for Bills of any length to include a delegated power 
allowing Ministers to deal with supplemental, consequential and incidental matters by 
regulations.  That power has sometimes been exercised so as to correct defects in the Act 
itself.  This is one symptom of what I perceive as a trend whereby the Executive is less 
concerned about getting legislation right before the event and more concerned about taking 
power to control its meaning and application informally after the event. 

Question 2: What, in your view, is the value of delegated powers memoranda to the work of the 
Delegated Powers and Regulatory Reform Committee and, more generally, to the capacity of 
Parliament to scrutinise delegations within bills effectively? 

The delegated powers memorandum is generally a useful document.  There is a strong 
argument for making it more readily publicly available in association with the Bill once it 
becomes an Act, as an aid to the construction and application of the power and to ensure 
that assurances given to the Committee in the memorandum are complied with. 

I sense, however, that the memorandum is sometimes used as an opening negotiating 
position in relation to the proposed degree of scrutiny for particular powers, rather than as 
an accurate assessment of the Department‘s view of the most appropriate form of scrutiny. 

Question 3: How can the quality of delegated powers memoranda be defined and measured? 

I have no general comments on this question.  One interesting piece of statistical analysis 
that might usefully be produced, however, would show the percentage of proposals for level 
of scrutiny per memorandum that were endorsed by the Committee or challenged; and the 
percentage of levels of scrutiny that changed either with Government support or in the face 
of Government opposition following challenge by the Committee in its report. 

Question 4: Has the quality of memoranda changed over time and, if so, how?  Is there any variation 
between departments? 
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Compared with the very early days it is certainly noticeable that a number of memoranda 
have become more routine and formalistic.  There are, however, still a number of examples 
of extremely helpful memoranda. 

Question 5: The committee has recently drawn attention to a number of examples where the 
memorandum has fallen below standard.  How do you think that the necessary quality of delegated 
powers memoranda can be achieved and maintained, both within and across departments? 

If the Committee were to establish a practice of asking formal pre-report questions seeking 
oclarification, elucidation and expansion of the memorandum, and if the Committee were to 
delay consideration of the memorandum until the questions had been answered, it is 
reasonably predictable that the standard of memorandum would improve in order to avoid 
the delay attendant upon that process. 

Question 6: The Committee has issued guidance about what should be contained in delegated 
powers memoranda.  Do you think that this document gives departments adequate guidance about 
the necessary content of the delegated powers memorandum?  If not, how should it be changed? 

The guidance places particular emphasis on Henry VIII powers.  Although this has been a 
common theme for Parliament over the years, it was always arguably slightly misconceived, 
and is becoming more so all the time.  Where subordinate legislation is given the power to 
modify the effect of an Act of parliament, textual amendment is only one of the available 
mechanisms by which this can be achieved.  Modification, glossing and referential legislation 
are all methods by which exactly the same results can be achieved in terms of law.  To 
continue to focus on Henry VIII textual amendment powers can encourage Departments to 
conceal significant interference with primary legislation in the guise of a power to modify, 
and in effect encourages Parliament to consider form rather than substance. 

The Committee’s guidance should recognise that quasi-legislation is becoming an increasingly 
common method by which the Executive attempts to control the effect, meaning and 
application of legislation after its enactment.  A power to give guidance or directions is in 
reality a form of delegated legislation and Departments should be required to explain and 
justify those forms of delegation just as clearly as, if not more clearly than, those which use 
methods which are at least published and registered and subject to a formal degree of 
parliamentary scrutiny. 

I hope these observations are of assistance to the Committee and I should be happy to 
amplify them if helpful. 

June 2014 
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Immigration Law Practitioners' Association – Written Evidence 
 
Summary 

1. ILPA identifies that the amount of delegation and the breadth of delegated powers in 
legislation has been high since the late 1990s. We have seen a number of poor 
memoranda on immigration legislation since the late 1990s.  We cannot point to an 
overall steady downward trend because there have been examples of poor 
memoranda over the whole period but we have not identified an improvement. In 
our experience memoranda by the Home Office have been of a lesser quality than 
memoranda we have considered produced by the Ministry of Justice, although we are 
reluctant to extrapolate from our experience.   

 
2. Delegated powers memoranda are potentially helpful in providing an overview of 

delegation in a Bill and allowing the quality of explanation and justification by the 
Department to be compared across the Bill. When done well, memoranda set the 
power in context, including of similar powers in existing legislation, compare what 
has been delegated with current legislation and set out the Department’s thinking in 
an honest attempt to identify the correct level of delegation, allowing the 
Department to benefit from the expertise of the Committee. They provide more 
precise and detailed information on the regulation-making powers than has previously 
been provided. However, all too often they are done badly.  

 
3. The quality of memoranda can be defined and measured by experts (including those 

on and advising the Committee) who understand the field and are therefore in a 
position to comment on whether the Delegated Powers memorandum provides an 
adequate explanation or where the gaps are.  There is scope to audit the secondary 
legislation produced, and even its implementation, against the Delegated Powers 
memorandum produced.  Is the delegated legislation what was envisaged? We suggest 
that the Committee undertake this on a random sample of memoranda spread across 
departments.  

 
4. To achieve and maintain quality we recommend restricting powers to debate 

legislation in committee until memoranda have been submitted to the Committee 
and it has had an opportunity to report and that consideration of those parts of a Bill 
that make provision for delegated legislation should then be delayed until a 
satisfactory memorandum has been produced, with recomimttal if necessary. This 
would operate for the convenience of parliament, rather than Government. 

 
5. The guidance published by the Committee could be strengthened with more 

warnings to departments about bad practice. 
 

6. Finally we comment on the extent to which legislation, including but not limited to 
delegated legislation, is receiving adequate scrutiny in parliament, express concerns as 
to recommendations that the first instrument under a power only be subject to the 
affirmative procedure and draw attention to the poor quality of too much delegated 
legislation.  We make recommendations for the better scrutiny of Bills, including 
publication of relevant letters on the Bill’s home page.  We draw particular attention 
to the need to scrutinise powers to make commencement orders containing 
transitional provision. 
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About ILPA 

1. The Immigration Law Practitioners’ Association (ILPA) is a registered charity and a 
professional membership association. The majority of members are barristers, solicitors 
and advocates practising in all areas of immigration, asylum and nationality law. 
Academics, non-governmental organisations and individuals with an interest in the law 
are also members. Founded in 1984, ILPA exists to promote and improve advice and 
representation in immigration, asylum and nationality law through an extensive 
programme training and disseminating information and by providing evidence-based 
research and opinion.  ILPA is represented on advisory and consultative groups 
convened by Government departments, public bodies and non-governmental 
organisations.  

 
1. Has there been a change in either the volume or the character of delegations 

in bills over recent years? 

 
2. ILPA works primarily on immigration legislation, for example the Asylum and 

Immigration Act 2006, the Immigration and Asylum Act 1999, the Nationality, 
Immigration, Asylum and Asylum Act 2002, the Asylum and Immigration (Treatment of 
Claimants etc.) Act 2004, the Immigration and Nationality Act 2006, UK Borders Act 
2007, the Criminal Justice and Immigration Act 2008, the Borders Citizenship and 
Immigration Act 2009 and the Immigration Act 2014) but also on legislation emanating 
from the Ministry of Justice, for example the Legal Aid Sentencing and Punishment of 
Offenders Act 2014, the Crime and Courts Act 2013, the Justice and Security Act 2013, 
and the Criminal Justice and Courts Bill.  We make efforts to provide briefing on debates 
on secondary legislation in the areas with which we are concerned1. 

 
3. The amount of delegation and the breadth of delegated powers in legislation we have 

considered have been high since the late 1990s with many provisions amounting to little 
more than broad enabling powers under which a scheme can be worked out.  In general 
we consider that this has been more of a problem in Home Office legislation than in 
legislation emanating from the Ministry of Justice but that may simply be because we have 
dealt with more Home Office bills. We cite Part 4 Marriage and Civil Partnership of the 
Immigration Act 2014 as a particularly egregious recent example, directing the 
Committee’s special attention to Schedule 6 Information.   

 
4. There are copious examples of provisions which spell out the possible contents of 

delegated regulations in exhaustive (and exhausting) detail only then to quality this with 
“in particular” or include provision for “such other purposes as may be specified by the 
Secretary of State by order,” rendering much of the list otiose.   There may be a case for 
making express that regulations are intended to encompass particular powers where 
there might be doubt, but all too often, in our experience, lengthy lists of matters 
regulations “may” contain serve to confine debate to the powers listed, with the wider 
powers delegated forgotten. The Committee says in the guidance2 to which reference is 
made in question 6: 

 
“But the Committee will judge the power by reference to what could be done under it and what 
might be expected to be done under it by the current or any future government.”  

                                            
1 See http://www.ilpa.org.uk/pages/parliamentary-briefings-submissions-and-responses.html for ILPA briefings 
2 http://www.parliament.uk/documents/DPRR/Guidance%20for%20Departments%20Nov%2009.pdf  
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5. All too often, only the Committee does this. 
 
6. Examples of lists ending in a broad power in the Immigration Act 2014 include s 14(3)(e) 

Use and retention of biometric information; s 34(1)(d) Orders , Schedule 6 Information 
paragraph (3)(e) Disclosures by Registration officials.  This is not a practice confined to the 
current Government.  To give just two earlier examples:  Schedule 3 Provision of Support: 
Regulations to the Immigration and Asylum Act 19993; section 5 Registration Regulations of 
the UK Borders Act 2007.  

 
7. Those are obvious examples, but other regulation-making powers may also scarce 

confine a Minister at all.  See also, for example, new s 157A (3) and (4) Pre-departure 
accommodation of the Immigration and Asylum Act 1999 inserted by s 6 of the 
Immigration Act 2014, Schedule 5 Sham Marriage and civil partnership: administrative 
regulations, to the Immigration Act 2014, paragraph 3 Evidence, or s141 EEA Ports 
Juxtaposed controls of the Nationality Immigration and Asylum Act 2002. This problem is 
not confined to questions of delegated legislation. 

 

2. What, in your view, is the value of delegated powers memoranda to the work 
of the Delegated Powers and Regulatory Reform Committee and, more 
generally, to the capacity of Parliament to scrutinize delegations within bills 
effectively? 

 
8. Delegated powers memoranda are potentially extremely helpful in that they: 

 Provide an overview of the amount of delegation in a Bill; 
 Allow the quality of explanation and justification by the Department to be compared 

across different provisions in the same bill. 
 
9. Isolating the question of secondary legislation from the other matters included in a Bill is 

extremely helpful.  For the Committee, it speeds its work; for parliamentarians it may be 
the only reason they notice the powers at all. Regulation-making powers are often found 
in schedules and often these have not been studied by parliamentarians to the same 
extent as have clauses in a Bill.  

 
10. When they are done well, the memoranda 

 Set the power in context;  
 Identify similar powers in existing legislation and compare what has been delegated 

and to which procedure with current proposals, which opens the possibility of 
examining how the previous delegation worked in practice; 

 Set out the Department’s thinking in an honest attempt to identify the correct level 
of delegation; 

 Provide more precise and detailed information on the regulation-making powers than 
has previously been provided. 

 
11. These allow the Committee to deploy its expertise most effectively and in turn allow the 

Department to benefit from the expertise of the Committee. For parliamentarians 
scrutinizing the Bill they provide starting points for research and challenge. 

                                            
3 Revoked from 6 April 2012, see SI 2010/22. 
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12. When done badly, the memoranda are of little use.  Examples are where: 

 The memorandum is written by a person with limited understanding of the wider 
context of these powers. This may be because of the complexity of what has gone 
before so that the person may not fully understand what the powers replace and 
what they will do in practice.  The successive Acts described above have amended 
and reamended the Immigration Act 1971 as well as scattering similar provisions 
across numerous acts and very few people are able to put all the pieces together.  
Or it may be because the Department has yet to work out exactly (or in some cases 
even broadly) what it will do with the power (see below) and there is no context to 
know.  These problems are not confined to delegated legislation memoranda but to 
explanatory memoranda more generally.  They can result in laconic memoranda with 
insufficient detail or errors and misstatements; 

 The Department does not have a clear idea of how it wishes to use the powers and 
has not adequately surveyed the matters they will need to address and negotiate; 

 The memorandum appears more focused on obfuscating the extent of the powers 
than illuminating them. 

  
13. The Delegated Powers Committee bears a heavy responsibility.  In our experience most 

parliamentarians, on most topics, are reluctant to advocate for a greater degree of 
scrutiny than the Committee has recommended and this reluctance is, unfortunately, all 
too often unrelated to the quality of the memorandum presented to the Committee.   

 
3. How can the quality of delegated powers memoranda be defined and 

measured? 

 
14. We suspect that this is at heart a question of qualitative work rather than counting.  

Quality can be evaluated by experts (including those on and advising the Committee) 
who understand the field and are therefore in a position to comment on whether the 
Delegated Powers memorandum provides an adequate explanation or where the gaps 
are.   

 
15. Ideally organizations such as ILPA are able to find time to submit evidence directly to the 

Delegated Powers committee.  Much depends upon the speed with which Bills go 
through parliament.  It is always useful to know when the Committee is planning to 
consider a Bill to ensure that evidence reaches the Committee prior to its consideration 
of a Bill.  In the course of a fast-moving Bill, if the Committee issues its report, it is easy 
for organizations such as ILPA to lay an incomplete submission aside and not complete it 
and send it to the Committee. 

 
16. It is immensely helpful that the Committee organizes its material by Bill on its website4.  

It would be marvelous if those pages also provided links to dates of forthcoming debates 
on both primary legislation and the delegated legislation to be made, as well as the dates 
of debates that have taken place on both primary and delegated legislation.  It can be 
hard to keep track of all secondary legislation. It would also provide greater possibility 
for review of the quality of the memorandum.  We have found the House of Lords’ 
Public Information Office helpful in identifying when delegated legislation is to be debated 

                                            
4 See http://www.parliament.uk/business/committees/committees-a-z/lords-select/delegated-powers-and-
regulatory-reform-committee/bills-considered/  I 
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but the House of Commons Public Information Office seems unaccustomed to requests 
for such information and we have made requests for dates of debates that it was unable 
to answer although the date had been agreed.  

 
17. There is scope to audit the secondary legislation produced, and even its implementation, 

against the Delegated Powers memorandum produced.  Is the delegated legislation what 
was envisaged in the Delegated Powers memorandum and accompanying letters? Would 
the Committee have been content with the parliamentary procedure proposed had it 
known that this delegated legislation would be the result?  Are there examples of the 
memorandum presented to the Committee attempting to mask rather than illuminate 
controversial powers?  This risks being a mammoth task but perhaps if the Committee 
undertook to do it on a random sample of memoranda, spread across departments, it 
would identify trends and departments that should be scrutinized more closely and also 
provide a template for other organizations/Parliamentarians/parliamentary committees to 
follow when scrutinizing secondary legislation. 

  
4. Has the quality of memoranda changed over time and, if so, how? Is there any 

variation between departments? 

 
18. We have seen a number of poor memoranda on immigration legislation since the late 

1990s.  We cannot point to an overall steady downward trend because there have been 
examples of poor memoranda, or poor parts of memoranda, over the whole period.  But 
we have not identified an improvement. 

 
19. In our experience memoranda by the Home Office have been of a lesser quality than 

memoranda we have considered produced by the Ministry of Justice, although since we 
have considered fewer Ministry of Justice than Home Office memoranda we are 
reluctant to extrapolate from these examples alone.   

 
20. Immigration bills presented to parliament over the last 15-20 years have contained 

proposals that were inadequately thought through and where indeed the Department did 
not have a clear idea of how it intended to implement the legislation, not simply in terms 
of detail but more broadly (this problem also affects primary legislation: the “earned 
citizenship” provisions of the Borders, Immigration and Asylum Act 2009 are a 
memorable example).  

 
21. In other cases it is suggested that flexibility is needed to allow for future developments, 

e.g.: 
 

Paragraph 2 of Schedule 6 provides for the disclosure of information by registration officials to 
the Secretary of State and other registration officials for immigration purposes, such as 
preventing immigration offences. The Secretary of State may by order specify further 
immigration purposes to enable the disclosure power to keep pace with developments in the 
law and in operational requirements. (Lord Taylor of Holbeach, 7 April 2014, col 1208) 

 
22. This risks privileging the convenience of Government over scrutiny by parliament.  The 

danger is that the two justifications become mixed up so that the flexibility argued for is 
the flexibility for Government to decide what it wants to do.  The provisions on 
residential tenancies in the Immigration Act 2014 appeared to us to be a case in point. 
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5. The Committee has recently drawn attention to a number of examples 

where the memorandum has fallen below standard. How do you think that 
the necessary quality of delegated powers memoranda can be achieved and 
maintained, both within and across departments? 

 
23. In its Twenty-Second report of Session 2013-2014, Six bills considered, in the section on 

the Immigration Bill, the Committee said 
 

In a number of respects the quality of the memorandum fell short of the standard the 
Committee expects. We repeat, therefore, the hope that we expressed in our 12th Report (HL 
Paper 72) that, in future, the Government will devote greater care to the preparation of these 
important explanatory documents. 

 
24. Examples of problems highlighted included the failure to explain why a lesser degree of 

scrutiny was appropriate for provisions on the checking of documents by private 
landlords than by employers5 (paragraph 7). The Committee said of the “de-hybridising” 
provision: 
10. Clause 29(2) provides that, where the draft of an instrument containing an order under or 
in connection with Chapter 1 of Part 3 would be a hybrid instrument under the standing orders 
of either House, it is to proceed in that House as if it were not a hybrid instrument. It is not 
immediately clear which particular affirmative order making power this is intended to apply to, 
and nothing is said in the memorandum to indicate the reasons for its inclusion. It is the usual 
practice of this Committee to draw de-hybridising provisions to the attention of 
the House so that it can satisfy itself that other mechanisms are available to 
protect the private interests that would otherwise be protected by the hybrid 
instrument procedure. In this particular case we also recommend that the 
Minister be asked to explain why a de-hybridising provision is considered 
necessary. There is no obvious reason for its inclusion and we do not consider it is appropriate 
for such a provision to be included unless the powers to which it relates can reasonably be 
expected to be exercised in a way that would trigger the hybrid instruments procedure.  
 

25. The intention underlying this is, we consider, based on our scrutiny of the provisions and 
debates, to be an example of a Department that has not worked out how a scheme is 
intended to operate in practice asking parliament for powers that will allow the 
Department to operate it as it will.   

 
26. Of the Information sharing powers in Part 4 of the bill on marriage and civil partnership 

the Committee said: 
 

The power conferred by section 28F to amend section 27 of the Marriage Act 1949 would on 
the face of it allow new information requirements to be imposed for purposes wholly unrelated 
to the immigration status of the parties to the proposed marriage. We recommend that the 
House ask the Minister to explain why this power is required. In the absence of 
an explanation, we consider the power to amend section 27 of the Marriage Act 
1949 to be an inappropriate delegation of powers.    

 

                                            
5 Paragraph 7. 
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27. Part 4 received scarce any debate at all in parliament6 despite this powerful statement 
from the Committee.  ILPA’s training notes on the Act state 

 
It is nothing short of extraordinary that the Human Rights Memorandum makes no reference to 
Schedule 6 Information and the broad powers to share information thereunder.  These may be 
relevant to consideration of Article 12 read with Article 14 [of the European Convention on 
Human Rights]… 

 
28. Detail provided in those training notes on Part 4 Schedule 6 Information can be 

contrasted with detail provided in the delegated powers memorandum: 
 

Part 2: Disclosure of Information etc. for immigration purposes etc. 
 
Disclosures by registration officials Allows a registration official to disclose any information 
or supply any document held to the Secretary of State or to another registration official for 
immigration purposes as (very broadly) defined and for purposes connected to the referral of 
proposed marriage and civil partnership notices. Allows a registration official to disclose to 
another registration official that a suspicion about a marriage or civil partnership has been 
reported to the Secretary of State under section 24 or 24A of the 1999 Act and the content of 
that report.  … 

 
Disclosures by the Secretary of State. The Secretary of State can disclose any information or 
supply any document to a registration official for a specified verification purpose as defined.  On 
its face this does appear to be an incredibly broad power.  Will it be argued that it permits the 
disclosure of watch lists containing information pertaining to persons who have never evidenced 
the slightest desire to enter into a marriage or civil partnership with anyone? 

 
Part 3: Disclosure of Information etc. for prevention of crime etc. A registration 
official can disclose any information or supply any information to anyone who falls within the 
extensive definition of an “eligible person” or another registration official in England and Wales 
for the purpose of crime-fighting.  The definition, this purpose and the powers of disclosure are 
astonishingly broad. The registration official must have reasonable grounds for suspecting that a 
criminal offence has been, is being, or will be committed.  Once they have such grounds they 
can disclose information they hold or supply a document they hold (it is not specified that it 
need pertain to the suspected offence) for assisting in the prosecution, investigation, detection 
or prevention of a criminal offence. It is not specified that that offence must be the same one 
as the one they have reasonable grounds for suspecting has been, is being or will be committed. 

 
Limitations on powers. These are nugatory.  The Schedule does not authorise a disclosure in 
contravention of the Data Protection Act 1998 of personal data not exempt from the provisions 
of the Act or a disclosure prohibited by Part 1 of the Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 
2000.  Presumably therefore those applying to marry or enter into a civil partnership will be 
required to consent to the sharing of their information very broadly. 

 
No breach of confidentiality etc. Paragraph 7 provides for disclosure of information 
authorised by this Schedule not to breach obligations of confidence or restrictions on the 
disclosure of information. 

                                            
6 See (7 April 2014, col 1208) 
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Retention, copying and disposal of documents Permits a person who is supplied with a 
document under this Schedule to retain it, copy it or dispose of it “in such a manner as the 
person thinks appropriate 

 
Saving for existing powers Provides that the Schedule does not limit existing powers to 
disclose information or supply documents.  

 
29. To improve the quality of memoranda it is important that the Committee continue, as it 

did for the Bill that became the Immigration Act 20147, to stick to its guns when 
Government provides an explanation, but not a good one, of the scrutiny for which it 
has made provision.  In addition, the Committee’s powers should be strengthened.  This 
would be to strengthen the powers of parliament to hold Government to account.  The 
following would in our view be of assistance: 
 There should be no power to debate legislation in committee until memoranda have 

been submitted to the Committee. 
 The Committee should be empowered to reject memoranda that do not come up to 

scratch and consideration of those parts of a Bill that make provision for delegated 
legislation should then be delayed until a satisfactory memorandum has been 
produced, with recommittal if necessary. 

 
30. This would require Government departments to be more disciplined in their 

consideration of late amendments to a bill and help to ensure adequate parliamentary 
scrutiny.  In the case of the Immigration Act 2014 for example, drafts of amendments (in 
the case in point not containing delegated powers) were circulating over a month before 
they were tabled at the 11th hour. 

 
6. The Committee has issued guidance about what should be contained in 

delegated powers memoranda. Do you think that this document gives 
departments adequate guidance about the necessary content of a delegated 
powers memorandum? If not, how should it be changed? 

 
31. Paragraph 23 pf the guidance provides 
 

The Committee will comment on Government amendments if time allows. Early warning of 
relevant Government amendments is of considerable assistance to the Committee, as is 
advance sight of the text of amendments. In those cases where the Committee has been unable 
to consider a significant relevant amendment, it would assist the House if the Minister in charge 
of the bill were to bring this to the attention of the House when the amendment is being 
considered. 

 
32. See our response to question 5 above. We do not consider that this is strong enough. 

Consideration of the Bill should be delayed.  This needs to be automatic to ensure that 
undue pressure is not put on the Committee.  

 
33. The guidance provides: 
 
                                            
7 23rd Report 19 March 2014 
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld201314/ldselect/lddelreg/156/15602.htm  
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29. Although there is no formal obligation on departments to provide a response to the reports 
from the Committee, most departments do so and the Committee welcomes this on the ground 
that it helps the House in its consideration of Committee recommendations18. A response will 
be printed, for the record, as an Appendix to a Committee report. The response, in addition to 
being sent to the Committee, should at the same time be made available to members of the 
House (by being placed in the Library and being sent directly to relevant opposition spokesmen 
and other interested members).  
30. The Committee takes the view that it is not appropriate for it to enter into negotiations with 
departments about its recommendations. The response will, therefore, be printed without 
remark unless, exceptionally, in the view of the Committee, the House would be assisted by 
some clarificatory comment 

 
34. This is fine but we emphasise how important was the Committee’s returning to the 

Immigration Bill in its 23rd Report8 and trust that a link to the 23rd Report will be added 
to the Bill documents on the Committee’s website9. 

 
35. We consider that, unfortunately, the guidance would benefit from warning statements 

that it is not acceptable to seek to obscure the ambit of a power or to fail to set out the 
Government’s reasoning in full. 

 
Other remarks 

 
36. The call for evidence states: 
 

Whilst the focus of this inquiry is a narrow one, the Committee would also welcome evidence on 
issues within the scope of the inquiry but which are not raised in the above questions.  

 
37. We comment on parliamentary scrutiny, recommendations pertaining to the first 

instrument made under a power, quality of delegation, scrutiny of commencement 
orders. 

 
38. The Committee’s terms of reference include: 
 

“…to report whether the provisions of any bill inappropriately delegate legislative power, or 
whether they subject the exercise of legislative power to an inappropriate level of parliamentary 
scrutiny…” 

 
Level of parliamentary scrutiny in general 

 
39. We contend that most legislation is not receiving adequate scrutiny in parliament.  The 

volume of legislation is enormous and very many of the Acts that we see amend previous 
legislation so that they are incomprehensible on their face.  Guillotine motions result in 
truncated debate.  Too many members of parliament too often seem more concerned 
with how the media will report what they say than with scrutiny, making them reluctant 
to raise points brought to their attention by organisations such as ILPA (for fear of being 

                                            
8 Op.cit.  
9 At http://www.parliament.uk/business/committees/committees-a-z/lords-select/delegated-powers-and-
regulatory-reform-committee/bills-considered/ . 
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branded “soft on immigration”) even  with caveats that they do not necessarily agree 
with the point made.  

 
40. Explanatory notes may be poor and say little.  Faced with enormous and complicated 

bills even the most diligent of Ministers may be very dependent on those producing their 
speaking notes and these may fall short of what should be expected. For example, the 
Explanatory Notes to the Immigration Bill10 and even the subsequent Statement of Intent 
on Bail11 say very little about he Secretary of State’s power to withhold consent to bail.  
They make no mention of existing power.  Then, during the passage of the Bill, the 
Minister, Norman Baker MP, said 

 
…this power replaces a much broader power, which is in paragraph 30 of schedule 2 to the 
Immigration Act 1971. That broader power is not limited to 14 days before removal. …we are 
actually narrowing the power from that which we inherited from the previous Government. 
Norman Baker MP5 November 2014, col 166 (repeated by Lord Taylor of Holbeach at 
3 Mar 2014: Column 1165) 

 
41. This is misleading, not to say inaccurate. Paragraph 30(1) prior to amendment provides 

that an appellant shall not be released under paragraph 29 of the Immigration Rules 
without the consent of the Secretary of State if directions for removal are for the time 
being in force or the power to give such directions is for the time being “exerciseable”.   
Paragraph 29 is concerned with those who have a pending appeal.  The power under 
paragraph 29 is thus narrowed.  But s 7(1) applies the provisions on the consent of the 
Secretary of State not only to paragraph 30 but to bail under paragraph 22, which is 
concerned with those detained under paragraph 16 of Schedule 2.  A much wider group 
of persons will now stand in need of the Secretary of State’s consent.  

 
42. One thing that would generally assist scrutiny would be the ability rapidly to identify 

Ministerial letters pertaining to Bills. These should be placed in the library promptly 
during passage of the Bill.  There are repeated examples during the debates on the 
Immigration Bill of parliamentarians not having seen relevant letters12. In addition we 
have written to the parliament Webmaster to request that letters pertaining to bills, 
currently published in the excellent (if a little cumbersome to use) deposited papers 
database13 could also be linked to the pages on the relevant Bill. This would enormously 
improve scrutiny both during the passage of the Bill and subsequently, including when 
delegated legislation is debated. 

 
43. As to delegated powers, the problems are very specific.  As to measures subject to the 

affirmative procedure, while there may be a good debate in the House of Lords, in the 
House of Commons the Committee considering delegated legislation not debated on the 
floor of the House often does not contain those who had expressed an interest in the 
powers that provided for the delegation and were the recipients of assurances at that 
stage.   

 

                                            
10 Bill 110 EN 2013-2014 and HL Bill 84-EB 2013-1 
11 https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/254845/SoI_Bail.pdf  
12 See e.g. HL Report 7 Apr 2014 : Column 1157; 7 Apr 2014 : Column 1161 
13 http://www.parliament.uk/depositedpapers  
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44. Organisations such as ILPA do not always manage to keep abreast of when a particular 
instrument, in particular a less controversial instrument, is being debated so that we can 
provide a briefing. Thus it is often the case that questions that ought to be asked, when 
one compares the instrument with what was said about it before it was brought into 
existence, are not asked. 

 
45. We have seen many examples of parliamentarians debating bills proposing to convert an 

instrument subject to the negative procedure into one requiring the affirmative one, as a 
means of registering protest at a measure without tackling the problem (alternatives 
include making provision for a statutory review or a reviewer).  Matters are kicked ahead 
to delegated legislation. This can lead to instruments subject to the affirmative procedure 
because the matter is controversial as a means of noting protest.  It does not produce 
the same degree of scrutiny as if a full debate on whether a measure were appropriate 
were had while primary legislation was being passed.  

 
46. As to the negative resolution procedure, all too often the debate comes on after the 

instrument has come into force.  At that point, as we are all too well aware, it is not 
considered cricket to reject it.  The tactical decision is often made to debate on a 
“regret” motion rather than a prayer against the instrument, in an attempt to limit the 
extent to which the Government can claim, when a vote is defeated, that the instrument 
enjoyed the support of the House, the hope being that a regret motion, causing less of a 
headache for Government, will attract greater support, and that rebellion in support of it 
will not be seen as such a serious matter of disloyalty.  

 
Recommendations as to the first instrument made under a power 

 
47. We are concerned by recommendations such as that contained in paragraph 7 of the 

Twenty-Second report of session 2013-2014 on the Immigration Bill: 
7. …given that the role played by the code of practice under clause 27 is wider than that of the 
code under section 19 and is liable to affect the circumstances in which a person is held liable 
to a penalty, we recommend that the order bringing into force the first code under 
clause 27 should be subject to the affirmative procedure.  

48. We do consider that this is open to manipulation with the recommendation being 
accepted and then more controversial powers reserved for a subsequent amendment to 
delegated legislation. 

 
Quality of delegated legislation 
 
49. The quality of delegated legislation does appear to us to be falling, with errors and 

amendments all too frequent. The Immigration (Employment of Adults Subject to 
Immigration Control) (Maximum Penalty) (Amendment) Order 2014 (SI 2014/1262) 
started life as a draft instrument14. 

 
50. This draft legislation made provision for an increase in the maximum penalty that could 

be imposed on employers employing persons without permission to work in the UK.  It 
had one substantive provision:  

 

                                            
14 http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukdsi/2014/9780111108949/contents 
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2.  (1)  The Immigration (Employment of Adults Subject to Immigration Control) (Maximum 
Penalty) Order 2008(1) is amended as follows. 
 (2) In article 2 for “£10,000” substitute “£20,000”. 

 
51. It was replaced with a new draft The Immigration (Employment of Adults Subject to 

Immigration Control) (Maximum Penalty) (Amendment) Order 201415 .  This contains 
two substantive provisions: 

 
2.  (1)  In article 2 of the Immigration (Employment of Adults Subject to Immigration Control) 
(Maximum Penalty) Order 2008(1) for “£10,000” substitute “£20,000”. 

 
(2) The amendment made by paragraph (1) does not apply in respect of a penalty notice 
issued to an employer who has acted contrary to section 15(1) of the Immigration, Asylum and 
Nationality Act 2006 if, in respect of any employment to which the notice relates, the 
contravention occurred solely before the coming into force of this Order. 

 
52. If this can happen to an instrument subject to the affirmative procedure, what of those 

subject to the negative procedure?  The Immigration Rules are a special case but they are 
subject to the negative procedure.  All too frequently they are of poor quality, creating 
chaos for applicants, their lawyers and Home Office staff until they are amended to 
correct errors. Statement of Changes in Immigration Rules HC 120116 was laid on 1 
April 2014 to come into force on 6 April 2014. The Explanatory Note explains why and 
we consider that no further comment from us is required: 

 
7.1 The Statement of Changes in Immigration Rules laid on 13 March 2014 (HC 1138) made 
changes to the Rules on curtailment and stated that these changes will come into force from 6 
April 2014. It was always intended that the change set out in paragraph 67 of the Statement 
of Changes will come into force on the day section 1 of the Immigration Act 2014 comes into 
force.  
7.2 Due to a typographical error, the Statement of Changes in Immigration Rules laid on 13 
March 2014 (HC 1138) stated that an amendment to Appendix A will come into force on 5 
May 2014. This amendment will come into force on 6 April 2014. The change that is intended 
to come into force on 5 May 2014 is to the visa requirements for Venezuela in Appendix 1.  
7.3 The Statement of Changes in Immigration Rules laid on 13 March 2014 (HC 1138) 
correctly allowed Tier 2 (Intra-Company Transfer) Migrants to extend their leave beyond five 
years if they entered the route under the Rules in place before 6 April 2011. Due to a drafting 
oversight, however, the similar provision for intra-company transferees who entered under the 
previous work permit arrangements was inadvertently removed. This provision is being 
reinstated.  
7.4 The Statement of Changes in Immigration Rules laid on 13 March 2014 (HC 1138) did 
not include that a change to Appendix C will come into force for applications decided on or 
after 6 April 2014. This was the intention.  
7.5 Changes to Appendix Armed Forces were not labelled clearly enough in the Statement of 
Changes in Immigration Rules laid on 13 March 2014 (HC 1138). To avoid confusion, these 
are corrected.  

                                            
15 http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukdsi/2014/9780111110102/introduction 
16 See 
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/299927/38645_HC_1201_accessi
ble.pdf 
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7.6 Paragraph 134 of the Statement of Changes in Immigration Rules laid on 13 March 2014 
(HC 1138) was included in error and has therefore been deleted.  
7.7 Other changes correct erroneous numbering within the Statement of Changes in 
Immigration Rules laid on 13 March 2014 (HC 1138) or the Immigration Rules, or are minor 
drafting or punctuation corrections.  

 
Commencement orders 
 
53. Most Bills contain powers to make commencement orders and we consider that all too 

often these are inadequately covered in Delegated Powers memoranda. Difficulties in 
commencement orders of immigration legislation have repeatedly had to be addressed 
by the Tribunals and Courts, see for example Pardeepan* [2000] UKIAT 00006; AH 
(Notices required) Bangladesh [2006] UKAIT 00029; JM (Rule 62(7); human rights 
unarguable) Liberia * [2006] UKAIT 00009; Shahzad (s 85A: commencement) [2012] UKUT 
81 (IAC). In the latter the Tribunal said 

 
“41. For these reasons it appears to us that Article 2 of the Commencement Order should be 
construed as affecting substantive rights not merely procedure, and that Article 3 should be 
interpreted narrowly. Article 2 should not be interpreted retrospectively save in relation to any 
cases that might be found to fall within the words of Article 3. The result is that, in order to 
avoid any other retrospective effect, Article 2 is to be interpreted as having effect only where 
the appellant’s application to the Secretary of State was made on or after 23 May 2011.  
 
42. We appreciate that our interpretation of the Commencement Order is bold and, in 
addition, we have not reached it on the basis of the submissions Mr Malik made to us. Anyone 
seeking to defend any other interpretation, however, will have to explain why any of the results 
set out in paragraphs 27 to 33 above either were intended or are desirable.” 

 
 
54. ILPA would be happy to provide the Committee with further examples if this would be 

helpful. 
 
June 2014 
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Baroness Andrews 
Lord Bourne of Aberystwyth 
Baroness Drake 
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Baroness Fookes 
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Lord Marks of Henley-on-Thames 
Baroness O'Loan 
________________ 

Examination of Witness 

Richard Heaton, Permanent Secretary for the Cabinet Office and First Parliamentary 
Counsel 

 

Q12  The Chairman: Thank you very much indeed for coming to see us. I note that your 

time is limited. Welcome to the Committee. Would you like to introduce yourself first, and 

then we will crack on with the questions?  

Richard Heaton: Certainly. Thank you very much for asking me to come to the Committee 

today, Baroness Thomas. I am Richard Heaton. I have two jobs, both of which I think are 

relevant to this. The first is First Parliamentary Counsel; I am in charge of the folk who draft 

primary legislation. I am also Permanent Secretary at the Cabinet Office, which obviously 

has co-ordinating functions as well. 

The Chairman: Thank you very much. I should have asked for declarations of interest, but 

I do not think anyone has any for this inquiry, so I take it as read that there are no 

declarations of interest.  

As you know, our inquiry is into the purpose of delegated powers memoranda, so we 

would be very grateful for your answers. I think you have seen some of the questions, but 

others will come up as well, as I am sure you understand. Would you start by describing the 

purpose of delegated powers’ memoranda, and tell us whether in your view their value 
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extends beyond informing this Committee in its deliberations and whether you envisage 

their having a use when the exercise of powers described in the memoranda is being 

scrutinised? 

Richard Heaton: I was reflecting on this. Let me step back almost to the beginning of my 

Civil Service career. For most of my career I have been a government lawyer in various 

departments, mostly helping to get legislation through the House. That was my trade before 

I took a strange course a few years ago. I started in about 1991, and I think this Committee 

came into being in about 1992 or 1993 as I recall. I remember this Committee starting and I 

remember its impact, which is positive, let me say. We have seen quite a lot more rigour, 

thought and care taken in the choice of delegated powers, which, if I may say so, is a credit 

to this Committee and your predecessor’s. For example—although I do not want to 

caricature this—22 years ago, more likely than not when you were thinking about how to 

wrap up the last clauses of the Bill you would ask counsel to put in something that broadly 

speaking allowed you to do what you liked because it was convenient. No one really gave it 

a second thought, so I think it is a huge credit to the culture created by this Committee that 

people think quite carefully now about delegated powers. That is the first thing I want to 

say. 

On the memorandum, the principal customer—if I can use that word—for the 

memorandum is this Committee, but before it comes to your Committee it serves quite an 

important internal function. First, it forces the department to think about its delegated 

powers and to have conversations with the people who are going to draft the delegated 

powers. The memorandum gets looked at by the law officers and the other members of the 

Parliamentary Business and Legislation Committee, the Cabinet committee that looks at Bills 

before introduction. It is among the papers that are circulated to all the members of that 
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committee, so it has quite a good internal-discipline effect. That is the first impact of the 

memorandum. It is a really good aide memoire and a check.  

The principal purpose is, of course, to inform your Committee. We might talk in a moment 

about how we can help you better in that. You asked an interesting question about whether 

it serves a purpose beyond that scrutiny function. It is always going to be available to 

anyone, whether a parliamentarian, a practitioner, or even a judge, subject to rules about 

admissibility, as evidence of what the Government had in mind when they created those 

enabling powers. It is not written for any particular subsequent audience beyond this 

Committee. Your Committee is the principal audience, but if a subsequent Committee 

debating an affirmative procedure wants to know what government had in mind, there it is 

in the memorandum. Its use is what people choose to make of it. It is not drafted to speak 

to a primary audience: it is drafted to speak to the audience that is scrutinising the choice of 

the power, but it is always going to be useful for subsequent audiences if they choose. 

The Chairman: What we wonder is whether the drafters of the SIs look back at what the 

memorandum said. Do you know whether that happens? 

Richard Heaton: I remember drafting SIs, and my principal purpose would have been to 

put into law what the policy was. Then I would have in mind what my vires—my powers—

were. Usually I would be pretty clear about my powers, and I did not think I would need to 

go to the memorandum. If there is some after-the-event worry, concern or doubt about the 

powers, what would I do? I might go back to parliamentary counsel and say, “Remind me, 

what did you mean when you created this?”. I might well go to the memorandum. I am not 

sure of the extent to which people do, but I can remember it being an instrument that I 

would turn to. I do not know the degree to which that happens. Possibly Jonathan Jones 

would know better than I do, because it is his people who draft the SIs. I certainly 

remember it being an instrument that is useful background. 
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Q13   The Chairman: We have the Government’s response. They say that they are, 

“committed to ensuring an acceptable standard of memoranda”. That is a very nice form of 

words, but we wonder how that commitment is demonstrated and what deficiency in the 

current quality assurance arrangements account for the variable quality of memoranda—and 

there is a very variable quality about them; some are very good, some are really not very 

good. 

Richard Heaton: Departments and departmental teams—and, I dare say, Ministers—

perform variably. That could be down to all sorts of things. It could be down to Bills being 

done within a different timescale, a Bill team being inexperienced, or, for whatever reason, 

the quality of a department’s work being variable. I am sure parliamentarians will see that in 

all sorts of fields. 

I think the key to trying to achieve greater consistency in standards is having a really clear 

idea of what is acceptable and good and where things fall short. It is really good to know 

from the Committee that something falls short. It is even more useful to know why it fell 

short, what it would be good to have seen that was not there, whether it was too long or 

too short, whether the reasoning was incorrect or whether you did not like the nature of 

the power that was being taken. Equally, it is really good to know when something 

absolutely hits the nail on the head. I sense that there is, as you said, a variable quality. You 

see these memoranda; you probably look at them more regularly than I do. The Committee 

probably has a better idea—and you are the primary audience—of what really works and 

what does not. 

I am really pleased to be able to say that we will do almost anything to encourage 

memoranda to meet the standard that you want. We really need to know what standard 

you are looking for, so I would encourage the Committee, your excellent clerks and your 

counsel literally to pick up the phone and tell us when something works. When you get a 
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memorandum that is rubbish, just do not accept it; do not put it before the Committee. Call 

the Bill manager and say that it does not meet the point. That sort of feedback is invaluable. 

The Chairman: I am interested to note that you are putting the onus on to our 

Committee. That is fine to a certain extent, but do you ever make spot checks or do audits 

yourself?  

Richard Heaton: I really did not mean to put the onus on the Committee. All I am trying 

to say is that dialogue at the official level is invaluable. When the Joint Committee on 

Human Rights started up, it really got into its swing when there was a rich seam of 

communication. Because they had had so many conversations, people knew exactly what the 

Committee was looking for, and we could anticipate what the Committee wanted. On our 

side, what can we do to help you? First, give us those steers and we would be delighted to 

propagate them. We are about to republish this book here, which is the Bible for anyone 

who works on Bills. It is our Guide to Making Legislation. I would be delighted to put 

something in it that refers explicitly to this: that is, if the timing for the findings of this 

inquiry works. We will put in a reference to your guide, which I think you have. It would be 

interesting to know whether there have been any updates to the procedural guide, which I 

think is a few years old now. We will put our updates into this guide and then use it as a 

benchmark and a tool to train people. I would also love it if those advising the Committee 

would help us run some training days. There are all sorts of ways in which we can propagate 

best practice if we know what the market is.  

Baroness Fookes: Mr Heaton, you referred to the possibility that we might send back a 

wholly unsatisfactory memorandum, but given the normal course of events, we are working 

to an exceedingly tight timetable. That is not always going to be practicable.  

Richard Heaton: I accept that.  

Baroness Fookes: It is not of our making.  
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Richard Heaton: No. Indeed, sometimes politics and legislation work very quickly. If there 

is an opportunity for the clerk or counsel to see something and say that it is not right, I 

would just encourage you to pick up the phone. That is all. However, I acknowledge the 

timeframe that you are working to.  

Baroness Andrews: I should like to pursue something that you have said, Mr Heaton. 

Obviously the quality of Bill teams varies a lot depending on the exposure they have had to 

making legislation in the first place. Sometimes they come fresh to a Bill and the implications 

of delegation. Are there any recommendations we could be thinking of making on training 

for your Bill teams?  

Richard Heaton: Well, we have an excellent team in the Cabinet Secretariat, some of 

whom are sitting behind me. They spend a lot of time training Bill teams. However, I think 

this is probably an area where we could do some more. I think the leader said in his reply 

that we are more than happy to take on a bit more of an active co-ordinating and training 

role, and indeed this inquiry has proved to be a good stimulus. We would not put on any 

sort of training without consulting you, your clerks and your counsel on what you are 

looking for. Perhaps we could extract some examples of the best memoranda you have ever 

seen and the worst you have ever seen, or you could make some up if that is too 

embarrassing. Yes, absolutely; more training is something for us to do, not you, but we 

would like to draw upon your expertise. 

Q14   Lord Marks of Henley-on-Thames: One of our problems, which was hinted at by 

Lady Fookes’ question, is that the opportunity that we have to comment in effect officially 

on memoranda that are not up to scratch is in our report, which in a sense is made after 

the event. I want to look with you at two ways of giving this Committee more teeth. Two 

people who have submitted written evidence, one of whom is Daniel Greenberg, a former 

parliamentary counsel, and the other is the Immigration Law Practitioners’ Association, have 
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suggested a delaying mechanism that in effect would give us the power to say, “That 

memorandum is not up to scratch and we will not consider it further until you improve it”. 

The difficulty with this, of course, is that we are often working so shortly before the 

Committee stage that there may not be time to do that.  

It seemed to me that another possibility would be that where our advisers regard a 

memorandum as unsatisfactory or are making adverse suggestions—in other words, they 

are saying, “It is not good enough”—or we do not agree with the position taken, would 

actually be to require the lead lawyer from the Bill team that drafted the memorandum to 

answer questions at this Committee either to defend his position or to listen to what we 

say. How would you regard that suggestion?  

Richard Heaton: If time allowed, it would be an interesting one, but I think there are two 

possible things in there. One is if the quality of the memorandum is not good enough, in the 

sense that it does not explain what needs to be explained, it is illogical or there are bits 

missing. Then there is taking a position which the Committee might not agree with, such as 

asserting that the negative procedure is the appropriate procedure when the affirmative 

procedure would be better. They are quite distinct things. I would expect the lawyer, or 

indeed the drafter—it does not have to take a lawyer to draft a good memorandum; it really 

does not—to be accountable to the Committee either in correspondence or by appearing 

before it if necessary. On the former, it is usually a policy question. I think that the lawyer 

speaking to the policy of a Bill is a little unusual because you would expect a Minister to do 

that in a parliamentary forum. However, I am very interested in the idea that if something 

does not feel right, let us know and we will try to fix it, exactly as you say, before it gets to 

the next stage. The quality of a memorandum being reported on in a report does not seem 

to be the right remedy.  
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The Chairman: We do not like having to say that we do not think that the quality of a 

memorandum is good enough, but the Committee has been unanimous on the fact that just 

very occasionally we do have to say that. We feel that we must.  

Q15   Baroness O'Loan: Mr Heaton, you have referred to the Committee’s guidance and 

to the guidance for the Cabinet Office and you have told us that you are in the process of 

revising it. Obviously you are revising it because you think it can be updated. Are you 

making any significant changes to it? What is the nature of the revision? 

Richard Heaton: We update the guide every year, so the last one was produced in July 

2013. We do an annual “lessons learnt” exercise on the passage of legislation, which covers 

this as well as all aspects of procedure changes. We learn lessons from the things that have 

gone wrong and how to deal with them. We will not update it across the board and it will 

not be a full revision, but I certainly want to focus on the matter before this Committee, 

because it is a salient point.  

Baroness O'Loan: To take you forward on this, we do get quite frustrated when we are 

given a memorandum that states that a power is appropriate, full stop. That is because very 

often we do not think that it is appropriate. We do not have any criteria to serve as the 

basis for helping us to understand how the draftsman has made his decisions. Sometimes 

there is an effort to justify the negative procedure on the grounds that the provision is 

purely procedural or because the regulations are technical, but when you look at the 

provision, you can see that there is much more to it. I wonder what could be done in the 

revision of your manual to address that approach. 

The third question I want to ask you is on the technical details. Sometimes we are given the 

suggestion that we should use the negative procedure because there is no time for the 

affirmative procedure. I would like your observations on those three issues.  
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Richard Heaton: There is no “law” around any of this, so it is just a question not quite of 

precedent but of established principles, which are really valuable. If we could extract the 

principles for when it is right to do the negative and affirmative, I think that would be really 

valuable. I am not sure that there are really clear principles yet that everyone is agreed on, 

so I regard this as something of a joint piece of work. If we could extract some principles or 

guidelines, that would bear fruit. I think people have got this by feel but perhaps we could 

just work a bit harder on looking at the areas where it really is not appropriate to do the 

negative procedure as opposed to the affirmative. Your guidance might help us on that. We 

can hazard a guess, but at the end of the day you are Parliament and it is for you to be the 

final arbiter of when you think the negative is right and when the affirmative is right.  

Baroness O'Loan: I also asked about the suggestion that we have to be negative because 

there is no time for the affirmative.  

The Chairman: That is common, and it is something we are very aware of. The time 

factor of the turnaround is becoming more and more of an issue. The time factor is what 

determines the level of scrutiny.  

Richard Heaton: Do you mean for the initial use of the power? Is that the area you are 

talking about?  

The Chairman: Yes. It is negative because the affirmative would take too long.  

Richard Heaton: I would guess that it depends on the circumstances of the case. Someone 

advancing that argument would either be saying, “I have a specific exercise of the power in 

mind in response to a particular event and I need to get it done quickly”, that you would 

need to test on its merits, or there is the broader argument that says, “Parliament has only 

a certain amount of time to do statutory instruments, and therefore if everything is 

affirmative, there will be no time to do anything else”. The Committee is in a position to 

take a global look at whether that argument is well founded. If it is made in every case, 
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clearly that would be wrong, but there has to be something in it because Parliament cannot 

spend all its time doing affirmatives. I think the Committee is in a good position to judge 

whether the argument is being overused.  

Baroness O'Loan: Perhaps I may put one final question to you. In the manual which you 

held up for us to see, are there actual criteria that have been laid down to indicate to the 

parliamentary draftsman when it is appropriate to use the negative, the affirmative or the 

super-affirmative, whichever it is? Perhaps you can help us with what those criteria might be. 

If you want to write to us, that is fine.  

Richard Heaton: I will write to you because there may be some internal purpose that I can 

point you to.  

Baroness O'Loan: That would be helpful. Thank you very much.  

Q16  Baroness Andrews: I, too, want to pursue this line. You have been very flattering 

about the way the Committee itself has prompted better scrutiny of secondary legislation, 

but it is clear that the number of skeleton Bills has increased and thus the volume of 

secondary legislation has increased hugely. When we talk about consistency and what is 

acceptable, we are keen to ensure that the Committee gets a clear and persuasive argument 

about why a certain choice of instrument has been made. One of the suggestions that has 

been put to us is that it might make things easier if we were to have some sort of pro forma 

that we could offer to departments that would set out a bit more structure and give some 

detail on how we expect clarifications and elucidations to be expressed. Would that prompt 

a more forensic description of why a particular type of instrument is important or why, for 

example, a particular precedent was going to be cited? We see the citation of precedents all 

over the place. 

Richard Heaton: Okay, perhaps I may say that that is a great suggestion. I am sceptical 

about pro formas as such because they drive tick-box writing. Explanatory Notes have long 
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been produced to a pro forma format and we have all seen some terrible notes fitting the 

pro forma. If the Committee takes the view that it is never acceptable for a department to 

say, “The negative speaks for itself”, which I would guess the Home Office does all the time, 

then the Committee would say so and that would not happen. I am particularly interested in 

developing that. The more you can say about an issue, the more that would encourage a 

degree of granularity: “A one-liner will never do. We expect you to point out at least the 

practical or the urgency reasons for doing such and such”. That would enable us to enforce 

it.  

Baroness Andrews: To pick up on that point, we are often told that things are urgent, but 

we are not told exactly why they are urgent. Sometimes the nature of that urgency is 

obvious in the Bill, but at other times it is not clear at all. A degree of explanation would be 

really helpful sometimes.  

Richard Heaton: This is really valuable stuff. When you write your report of this inquiry, 

the more of this level of detail that you can include in it, the better. We will be able to refer 

to it.  

The Chairman: For example, if something is really urgent, the made affirmative procedure 

can be used. However, it is not used very often.  

Baroness Andrews: I think we are aware that because people are working to tight 

timescales and, as has been said, there is a degree of inexperience in departments, there is 

already a sort of formalistic instinct to try to provide what the Committee wants. This is a 

question not only of taking the process a bit more seriously but of giving you whatever help 

you think would be effective in helping to improve judgment.  

Richard Heaton: I would just take issue with not taking it seriously. Even the drafter of an 

inadequate memorandum takes it seriously. I take the point that there may be insufficient 

guidance, but everyone who works on a Bill takes the role of Parliament really seriously. An 
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inexperienced Bill manager or an inexperienced Bill team will always benefit from guidance 

as to what will best serve parliamentary scrutiny.  

Q17   Lord Bourne of Aberystwyth: First, thank you very much for the evidence. I 

come to this as a new boy, but this strikes me as being a question about where the 

responsibility for these memoranda ultimately lies. As Lord Marks has rightly said, if it 

comes to us, it is ex post facto. We can police it and say that it is inadequate, but it would 

be better if it was dealt with upstream. I am not sure whether the spot audits which the 

Chair asked about are happening or whether the Cabinet Office is ultimately responsible for 

the quality of memoranda. If quality assurance is not guaranteed upstream, if you are not 

looking at the work and saying, “This is adequate”, some of what gets through will be 

inadequate. So the question is this: where does the responsibility ultimately lie for poor 

memoranda, and how do we get this right?  

Richard Heaton: I think I will give you the orthodox answer, which is that departments are 

accountable through their Ministers. 

Lord Bourne of Aberystwyth: I thought you would do that.  

Richard Heaton: I must, otherwise I am going to have to take on everything and be 

responsible for everything the Government do. The department is responsible and Ministers 

are accountable to Parliament, with the department standing behind them. However, we 

have absolute responsibility for the overall cohesiveness of the Government’s overall 

legislative programme, while the quality—  

Lord Bourne of Aberystwyth: I am sorry to interrupt you, but do you do the spot 

checks?  

Richard Heaton: No. We do not do that methodically. Usually there will be some degree 

of engagement with parliamentary counsel, usually on the more contentious powers, so 

there is normally a conversation on those. As I have said, the memoranda will always be 
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looked at by a Cabinet committee, but there is no methodical spot check on quality. 

However, this is an offer. The secretariat sitting behind me will agree to take on a slightly 

more active co-ordinating role on quality, especially when it has been armed with the 

findings of this Committee.  

Lord Bourne of Aberystwyth: Why not have spot checks? You say that there are no 

methodical spot checks, but in a sense spot checks are not methodical.  

Richard Heaton: Without knowing precisely what the Committee is looking for, it is a bit 

difficult to do a spot check. Armed with these examples, I am now better sighted as to the 

sort of things that the Committee systematically does not like. Certainly we can help to 

make spot checks when armed with that sort of criteria.  

Q18   Countess of Mar: How would you describe the distinction between the delegation 

of powers that are legislative in character and those that are not? For example, would you 

expect powers to give directions or to issue a code of practice to be explained in a 

delegated powers memorandum?  

Richard Heaton: Essentially, the memorandum will serve the ambit of the Committee. As I 

understand it, the ambit of this Committee is delegated legislation as opposed to executive 

powers of direction or laying a report before Parliament. Secretaries of State are 

empowered to do all sorts of things: to make or approve an appointment or to take receipt 

of an annual report from an arm’s-length body. As I say, Secretaries of State are empowered 

to do all sorts of things, but where they are legislative in character—that is, they are rules 

or regulations that are of general application to citizens—I think that is when they come 

within the scope of this Committee. Please correct me if I am wrong, but I think that would 

therefore be the scope of the memorandum. Broadly speaking, it is all the stuff that you put 

into a statutory instrument. That is how I understand it. Unless the Committee has an 

appetite for going broader, I do not think we would seek to put into the memorandum a 
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justification of the powers of the Secretary of State to dismiss an officeholder or give a 

direction in a particular case. I do not think that the Committee operates in that sort of 

territory.  

The Chairman: What is key is that they are legislative in character.  

Richard Heaton: Those are two that I would describe as not being legislative in character. 

Generally if something has the word “rules” or “regulations” attached to it, it is put into a 

statutory instrument. That is a practical guide to what is legislative, but as I say, my test 

would include something about whether it is of general application to citizens.  

Countess of Mar: For example, yesterday I picked up the Special Educational Needs (SEN) 

Code of Practice, which has a lot of do’s and must’s in it. Do you think that we should have a 

memorandum for such a code?  

Richard Heaton: That is a good question. If it is to be brought into force by statutory 

instrument, that would certainly indicate that someone— 

The Chairman: Please do not forget that we only look at Bills, we do not look at 

statutory instruments. That is the remit of the other Committee.  

Richard Heaton: You look at the Bills that create the powers to set up statutory 

instruments.  

The Chairman: Yes, that is right.  

Richard Heaton: So, in that particular example, I do not think we would create a 

memorandum, but I may have got it wrong. I do not think we would put in a memorandum 

unless the code was presented in such a way that it would turn into a statutory instrument. 

In your case, I do not think so.  

Q19   Baroness Fookes: Mr Heaton, could we return to the issue of a memorandum that 

in our view is inadequate as a whole, as opposed to disagreeing on a particular 

recommendation made by the Government in relation to the work we do? If we find that, I 
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am not clear what happens beyond a Minister being informed. If a whole memorandum is 

considered to be inadequate, is there not a case to be made not simply for it to go back to 

the department but for it to come back to your office?  

Richard Heaton: By “inadequate”, do you mean that the whole thing has just been badly 

drafted or that it does not make sense? If something is that poor, I hope that whoever 

opens the e-mail would see immediately that it does not make sense and would say, “This is 

hopeless”. I would be happy to take that call, but the department that signed it off should 

know that it has put something in that is hopeless. I would really encourage that to be 

pointed out before it reaches this Committee, because it will simply frustrate you and waste 

your time. That needs to be fed back quickly so that people know about it.  

Baroness Fookes: That is fine. I was thinking about how, in the longer term, it could be 

prevented from happening again, either from the particular department or indeed any 

department. What is the longer-term measure that should be taken? I am suggesting that it 

should be referred back to you or to your team.  

Richard Heaton: I would want the departments that are responsible for putting in bad 

work to feel the heat. I am happy to read the riot act to them and to take receipt of a poor 

memorandum. However, perhaps I may say that what would be even more effective would 

be if it was sent straight back to the sender with a sharp message from Parliament saying, 

“This will not do”. Equally, when a department does something really well and sends a good 

memorandum, that should be praised. I do not sense that we have found the right level of to 

and fro in the feedback. People do work really hard on these memorandums. I am sure you 

must have come across memorandums that do the trick, and departments need to be told 

about those as well. We can then separate the sheep from the goats.  

The Chairman: We often put that sort of praise into our reports. 
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Baroness Fookes: Yes, we would put it into our report, but it might not necessarily come 

back to you. I am assuming that it simply goes back to the department. Can we say that you 

or your team would like to know when we think that something has been done well?  

Richard Heaton: We would know about it because if your Committee were to send a 

memorandum back it would send a shockwave through the system. In fact, I am sure that 

we would know about it. I would be very happy for it to come to me as well, but as I say, 

the department that puts in a poor piece of work needs to know about it one way or 

another, either through me or through you.  

Baroness Fookes: I am now thinking of following up on what the Lord Chairman has said 

and talking about the reverse: that is, where something is very good and whether you would 

like to know about it. We might put something about that in our own report, but would 

you like to be told about a really good example, even if only informally?  

Richard Heaton: I would be delighted on either count to know from the Committee about 

the stuff that works and the stuff that does not work, because then we can start training 

departments properly. I agree that at the moment the practice is a bit varied in terms of 

quality—you can describe this in those terms. Let us take the example I gave earlier. 

Someone might have what they think is a really simple procedural power. They have done it 

a million times before and they say, “Negative. Speaks for itself”. If this Committee finds that 

unacceptable, please say so and it will not happen. At the moment, I do not think that the 

message about exactly what is acceptable is quite coming through.  

Lord Bourne of Aberystwyth: Do you not routinely receive copies of our reports? It 

seems to me that you should.  

Richard Heaton: Yes, we do.  

Lord Bourne of Aberystwyth: So it should be in there. 
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Countess of Mar: I am frankly quite shocked that you are prepared to accept that some 

departments are below par. When I joined the Civil Service about 50 years ago, we were 

given a very rigorous training. I would have thought that the training should go through all 

sorts of processes, including the preparation of Bills and memoranda. Before something 

comes over to us, the staff who do the work should be checked every time until they get it 

right. It is sloppy government.  

Richard Heaton: No. The way you improve is by feedback and learning from when things 

go wrong as well as when things go right. People are bound to make mistakes and those 

mistakes have to feed back in, otherwise they go uncorrected. Of course we will train 

people, but we need to do that training with reference to what is good and what is not 

good. I remember that in my first days in the Civil Service, if you put something in a box 

meant for a Minister who was on his feet and it did not work, you would really feel it. You 

would know that you have let your Minister down. Departments need to learn from real-life 

experience as well.  

Countess of Mar: No. It is best to get it right first time.  

Q20   Baroness Drake: It appears from the responses to the questionnaire that was sent 

out as part of the inquiry that commonly the Bill team manager and the Bill lawyer are 

responsible for the preparation of the delegated powers memorandum. Given the ad hoc 

character of the Bill teams, how are the lessons that are learnt about the preparation of 

memoranda carried forward from one Bill team to another? Is there not a structural 

weakness in that?  

Richard Heaton: Bill teams are ad hoc in the sense that it is not usually the same Bill team 

as it had been for the previous legislation. However, we put quite a bit of stress on 

continuity. We like to encourage departments to appoint Bill managers who have been in a 

Bill team before. We think that continuity and learnt experience are important. The other 
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answer is that we spend a lot of time training and talking to departments about how to do 

legislation. We get out on the road a lot. Bill managers who have done this work get out 

and talk about it. We use examples of best practice that cover everything from how to 

service this Committee, how to service the Joint Committee on Human Rights, how to 

service the Statutory Instruments Committee further downstream, to how to prepare for 

amendments and do a parliamentary handling strategy. All those things have to be got right 

and it is a great deal of work. That is why there is a team hard at work at it. I am sorry to 

repeat the point, but it will help us if we have the best possible evidence of what is 

acceptable to parliamentarians and what is not. We are only trying to serve the Committee. 

We are not trying to do something different. To take the point made by the Countess of 

Mar, maybe we will get it wrong. I hope that it does not happen often but that when we do 

get it wrong we will rapidly learn from it. That is what we are trying to do.  

Baroness Drake: I am new to this Committee. I think that one of its concerns is this: at 

what stage in the preparation of the Bill is proper attention is given to the delegated powers 

memorandum? Is it considered during the early stages of policy development or does it 

come right at the end? Do you have a view on when is the best time during the preparation 

of a Bill to focus on the memorandum? If so, when would that be?  

Richard Heaton: That is a good question. I would always try to encourage a Bill team that 

is starting out on the preparation of a Bill to know what the, as it were, products are, and to 

have all of them planned for at an early stage. Perhaps this meets some of the examples of 

what has not been satisfactory. I think that things go wrong when all those products are 

produced right at the last minute. You tend to see that where a Bill is being produced to a 

very tight timescale. The quality of legislation, let alone the quality of its surrounding 

products, takes a hit if everything has to be done at the last minute. In an ideal case, there is 

absolutely no doubt that when you are crafting a Bill and working out the policy you will 
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have in mind the products that will be needed for parliamentary scrutiny as well. I am not 

saying that it always happens, but that would be my counsel of perfection.  

Baroness Drake: There is a risk that quality problems in the drafting of legislation are 

dealt with by actually taking more delegated powers. Because they have not been taken at 

an early stage in considering the Bill, they become a sort of add-on to address weaknesses in 

the drafting of the legislation in the first instance.  

Richard Heaton: Yes. In that case, does that go to the quality of the memorandum? 

Probably not; it goes to issues about the choice of powers.  

Baroness Drake: But it reveals itself in the quality of the memorandum.  

Richard Heaton: If there are issues about the Government or the department’s choice of 

powers and their attitude towards them, that is quite a fundamental issue that goes beyond 

the drafting of the memorandum. I think that the inquiry is possibly straying into both those 

areas. They are both important, but they are slightly different.  

The Chairman: I do not think we necessarily want drafters saying, “This is our opening 

bid. Let’s see if we can get away with this”. Sometimes you get that. 

Richard Heaton: That is a comment about departments’ attitude to delegated powers 

rather than the way they draft the memoranda, I think.  

Q21  Baroness Andrews: Following on from this—this is a personal reflection—there is 

the question of where the Minister fits into this process of iteration and information. As I 

recall, having done quite a lot of legislation in CLG, and a lot of SIs, we very rarely sat down 

and discussed the delegated powers memorandum, because it came too late in the process. 

One would not want to think that it was a corrective method for a sweeping up of all things 

that had not found their way into the Bill for some reason. There is a question here about 

the training of Ministers and the way they interrogate the process of Bill-making and 
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amendment, language, and the rest of it. What do you feel about this, slightly straying 

outside the Committee’s remit? 

Richard Heaton: Several members of the Committee have more experience of the 

ministerial side than I have. 

The Chairman: Lady Andrews is part of that. 

Richard Heaton: Indeed. I think there is probably something in what you say. Respectfully, I 

think there is; I do not want to comment much further. Sometimes I think it is fair to say 

that a number of Ministers look at memoranda but in the form of the legislation committee, 

but I think it is also fair to say that the legislation committee is primarily concerned with 

handling. It will look at the memorandum, but its primary focus, if I am honest, will be a 

“There seem to be a lot of powers. How’s this going to go through the House of Lords” 

sort of consideration. 

Baroness Fookes: I want to put in a sense a philosophical point to you. I start from the 

basis that if you are going to change the law, as much as possible it should be in the Bill that 

any delegated powers should be limited to occasions where they are obviously sensible, 

such as welfare regulations for animals, in which I am interested. Those occasions may 

change, so you might want to change those powers, but basically delegated legislation should 

not be used, as I sometimes think it is—this has been put to you just how—for sloppy 

legislation where you have to push something in at the last minute, if I may put it bluntly. 

Richard Heaton: I think that is a fair observation. 

Lord Marks of Henley-on-Thames: I have one more supplementary question, which is 

relevant to something that Baroness Drake was asking about. One of our respondents 

suggested that the use of the first-time affirmative procedure could in a sense be 

Machiavellian, where the code or the set of regulations that had to be brought in by the 

affirmative procedure would be an innocent stalking horse because the negative procedure 
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could be used for less anodyne regulations thereafter. I do not suggest that the Government 

are Machiavellian in that way, but given the timescale problems that you alluded to in answer 

to Baroness Drake, I just wonder whether there is a weakness about the first-time 

affirmative procedure where you are vulnerable to the Government getting the easy bits 

right first time when there is an affirmative resolution and perhaps putting in the more 

difficult regulations on another occasion when the negative procedure is all that there is in 

place. It is sometimes recommended in the memorandum, and sometimes something that 

we recommend in the face of the recommendation for the negative procedure, and I 

wonder whether it is actually a very happy compromise. 

Richard Heaton: You are right: the first-time affirmative is the deal that is done in some 

cases when Parliament thinks it is appropriate. It is an agreed position very often. If anyone 

came to me suggesting that sequence of powers, I hope I would blow the whistle because it 

does not seem to be a proper use of powers to use it as a stalking horse. Thinking about it, 

you are right: that is a theoretical possibility. What can I say? We could build something into 

the two powers in question that tries to rule it out. You can always tweak enabling powers, 

as you know, which would lead us to a different species of primary affirmative—maybe one 

that could not be followed up by a negative procedure, except in some circumstances. That 

would introduce another species of power.  

Lord Marks of Henley-on-Thames: Not really very happy about changing the scope of 

the powers. 

Richard Heaton: No, quite. So there is that, or there is blowing the whistle when you see 

that happening. I do not think that has happened, and I certainly do not think any 

government lawyer would put it forward without expressing some pretty severe misgivings 

if it is as stark as you suggest. If it is more than a notional or theoretical possibility, there 

would be a case, I suppose, for trying to legislate it away. But then, as I say, you are up 
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against tweaking the regular powers, which is not much fun. I am not sure whether that is a 

comprehensive answer because I do not quite know whether it is a real or a theoretical 

possibility. 

Lord Marks of Henley-on-Thames: It does suggest that we should be more cautious 

about first-time affirmatives, particularly in the case of rushed legislation. 

Richard Heaton: It might be wise to seek ministerial assurances that the power will not be 

used in the way that you have described. That might be a way through. 

The Chairman: I wonder whether I could go back a step or two, because I am not sure 

that we have quite got this straight. Is there a mechanism in government for reviewing our 

reports to inform those who are preparing delegated powers memos? You were saying that 

you do not know what the Committee wants, so I am not quite sure whether this review 

ever happens. 

Richard Heaton: It does happen. Please do not take this as criticism of the Committee, but 

where you criticise a memorandum I would encourage, not only in the reports but 

informally, to say why it fell short. If you simply say that the memorandum did not meet the 

right standards, that leaves a lot to the imagination. I would simply encourage counsel or 

your assistants to explain the bits that you did not find right, and we will try to sort it. It is 

an invitation. 

The Chairman: Does anyone have any other questions? 

Lord Bourne of Aberystwyth: Just on that last point, if the reasons why we do not like it 

are in the report and the report comes to you, is not the onus on you to pick up the phone 

and ask us if something is not clear? They are in the report, as I understand it. 

Richard Heaton: Forgive me, maybe there is more than what I have in mind. I just have in 

mind the sentence, “The Committee found the memorandum unsatisfactory”, or, “it did not 

reach the required standards”. We can take a guess. If there is ambiguity I hope that we 
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would pick up the phone, but usually we take a guess. We might get it right; we might not 

get it right. I would just ask for greater particularity, I think.  

The Chairman: Our reports are pretty detailed about what we found wrong. In our 

report on the memo for the Mesothelioma Bill we say, “Paragraph 55 of the memorandum 

is entirely silent on the nature or extent of any envisaged amplification of the TC’s 

jurisdiction, beyond the explanation that it might deal with insurance disputes about ‘other 

work-related conditions or injuries’”. In other words, we have examples of where we say 

exactly what the problem is.  

Richard Heaton: Let me go back and review exactly how we take receipt of your reports. 

Certainly if there is anything concrete that we can action and disseminate, we undertake to 

do that. 

The Chairman: Thank you very much indeed for your time. That was extremely valuable. 

Richard Heaton: I hope I did not sound defensive. We genuinely want to help the 

Committee to do its scrutiny job. 

The Chairman: Lovely. I am so sorry: Lady Mar, do ask the last question. 

Q22   Countess of Mar: Mr Heaton, a number of departments have indicated in their 

answers to the questionnaire that parliamentary counsel is consulted about the 

memorandum. In one instance, we are told that counsel often clears the draft memorandum 

if time allows. In a perfect world, would you favour a sign-off by parliamentary counsel in all 

cases? 

Richard Heaton: No. In a perfect world, I would favour it being exactly as you put it: being 

got right by the people who are accountable, with parliamentary counsel giving advice and 

challenging where necessary on the choice of powers but not doing the drafting, because 

then we just have people marking each other, and it is an excuse for poor drafting where 

that is happening. So I do not think I would volunteer for parliamentary counsel to be the 
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final author, because then quality just slips. I would rather that counsel concentrated on 

trying—and it is quite hard work when stuff is being done in a hurry—to get the legislation 

right and challenging and advising on other bits of procedure. I really want the authorship to 

be right, so I think I would be reluctant to offer sign-off. 

Baroness Fookes: There is the rub: do not legislate too much. 

The Chairman: —in too much of a hurry. Thank you very much indeed. We must let you 

and your staff go now. Thank you for your time. 
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Jonathan Jones, HM Procurator General and Treasury Solicitor 

 

Q23  The Chairman: Good morning, Mr Jones. 

Jonathan Jones: Good morning. 

The Chairman: Thank you very much for agreeing to give evidence to our Committee 

today.  

Jonathan Jones: Not at all.  My pleasure. 

The Chairman: You are very welcome.  We had the benefit of Richard Heaton’s evidence 

last week.  I do not know whether you saw that. 
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Jonathan Jones: Yes, I have seen that. 

The Chairman: We would very much like to ask you some questions in your rather 

different role as the Treasury Solicitor.  Perhaps you would like to begin by just giving us 

your name and job title for the record. 

Jonathan Jones: I am Jonathan Jones, and I am the Treasury Solicitor and head of the 

Government Legal Service. 

The Chairman: Thank you very much.  I am sure you know that the purpose of this 

inquiry is to consider how the variation in the quality of delegated powers memoranda can 

be improved so that they are all of a consistently high standard.  I wonder how you would 

account for this variation and whether you think there is a systemic deficiency. 

Jonathan Jones: I do not think there is a systemic problem.  I have looked with interest at 

some of the recent Committee reports, including those that have criticised individual 

memoranda.  From my own knowledge, the preparation of these memoranda is taken 

seriously in departments as an important and integral part of the legislative process, and 

where the Committee makes comments on a memorandum, those are taken very seriously 

too.  I have noted on occasion that the Committee has been generous enough to 

compliment particular memoranda, so some are good.   

Unfortunately, there have been some significant lapses.  Sometimes I suspect they will have 

arisen just in the heat of business because of the speed of the parliamentary process and the 

volume of material that has to be produced in the course of Bill work.  None of that is any 

excuse, of course.  I accept there are lapses, and there is variation in quality.  I do not think 

it is a systemic problem.  I think we need to get better, not least within my own 

department, at identifying and sharing good practice, reminding people of the importance of 

this work and of getting it right, and then dealing quickly with problems or shortcomings 

when they have been identified by this Committee. 
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Q24   The Chairman: Thank you.  You have talked about your department getting more 

involved.  Do you have a role in the quality assurance of delegated powers memoranda?  

We just wonder how closely you are tied in to the process of producing them. 

Jonathan Jones: Can I just say a word about my role generally?  

The Chairman: Yes, of course. 

Jonathan Jones: I took over as Treasury Solicitor in March this year.  In that role I have 

two capacities.  One is as the Permanent Secretary of my own department, the Treasury 

Solicitor’s Department, and that includes most of the legal staff of the Government, 

including many who are working on Bills and will be involved in preparing memoranda for 

this Committee.  I also have a wider professional leadership role for the Government Legal 

Service more generally.  I mention all this because the current structure of the service is a 

bit odd, because some of the legal teams are within my own department and therefore 

within my direct line management control, and some are not.  This is really the result of 

rather arbitrary historical accident.   

We are going through a process of change at the moment, which is bringing more and more 

legal teams directly into the Treasury Solicitor’s Department.  Part of the reason for doing 

that is to give greater control and co-ordination over, among other things, the quality of the 

legal work.  We are part way through that process.  At the moment, for example, the legal 

teams, including those working on Bills in the Department for Education, the Department 

for Environment, the Ministry of Justice and the Home Office, are all within my department, 

so the lawyers report ultimately to me.  In some other departments—for example, the 

business department, the Department for Transport and so on—they are not yet, but there 

is a process that will bring more and more of them under the control of my department.   

I mention all that because it has a bearing on the level of oversight and day-to-day influence I 

can have over the legal work of those teams.  In practice, I do not personally see these 
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memoranda routinely at all.  Responsibility for their production would rest with the Bill 

team and the lead lawyer working on the Bill in the department, which might be one of my 

teams or it might not, as I have described, and, ultimately, for the head legal adviser in a 

particular department. I think we could probably be more explicit about how we monitor 

parliamentary feedback as a measure of quality of the legal work we do.  That would 

obviously include reports of this Committee.   

That is a rather long answer, but it is quite important that, for me, the purpose of the 

changes we are making includes an opportunity to get more systematic control over the 

quality of legal work in the teams for which I am responsible.  That includes the quality of 

Bill work, of course, and putting in place some measures of that quality, which would include 

monitoring comments from this Committee.  If a particular team is getting its knuckles 

rapped for producing poor memoranda, I would expect to know about it in a more 

systematic way, frankly, than I do at the moment. 

The Chairman: That is very encouraging.  Does anyone in the Government Legal Service 

analyse the Committee’s reports regularly to identify themes that ought to be dealt with in 

the memoranda? 

Jonathan Jones: Frankly, no, this has not happened until now.  It happens in individual 

departments, and I can say that individual departments, and the legal teams within them, will 

take very seriously the feedback they get on their memoranda, but there is no systematic 

process of looking across the whole service to see whether there are particular patches of 

very good practice or particular patches of poor practice, or particular themes that are 

emerging.  This is a very timely inquiry, if I may say so, and I would expect to learn lessons 

from it and to embed the results in the work that we are doing, which I have described, to 

improve quality. 
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The Chairman: That is great.  You reckon that somebody in your department might in 

the future look at every one of our reports to see what we say or do not say. 

Jonathan Jones: Let me put it this way: I would expect to have a process, which would be 

supervised by a senior person in my department—I am not saying that he or she would read 

every report—that would include feedback on reports of this Committee. 

The Chairman: Thank you very much. 

Q25  Countess Mar: Good morning, Mr Jones. 

Jonathan Jones: Good morning. 

Countess Mar: Can you tell me, please, what training lawyers have in the Government 

Legal Service to enable them to produce delegated powers memoranda of an acceptable 

standard? 

Jonathan Jones: There is a very full programme of training for government lawyers, as you 

would expect, right from the moment they join the service.  That includes specific training 

on Bill work, and every lawyer who works on a Bill will have received specific Bill training.  

That includes reference to the work of this Committee, and the importance of the 

delegated powers memorandum as part of the Bill process.   

We also have a Government Legal Service network of lawyers involved in primary 

legislation, so they are involved in Bill work.  That is a ready-made community of Bill lawyers 

whose purpose is to share best practice and experience—a whole range of issues—on Bill 

work.  Again, that could and probably should include more of a focus on the delegated 

powers memoranda and the use of delegated powers more generally.  There is already a 

pretty comprehensive programme of training, into which the output of this Committee 

could be readily fed. 

Countess Mar: Do they receive this training at their induction or when they become a 

member of the Bill team—a sort of continuing professional development? 
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Jonathan Jones: It can be either or both.  There is a strong programme of introductory 

training.  There are specific Bill training courses; if a lawyer working on a Bill has not 

previously done those, they will be put through them before they then get to work on a Bill.  

Countess Mar: Have you considered doing spot checks on memoranda as an opportunity 

for continuous training?  

Jonathan Jones:  That would form part of the work that I have already described, as an 

exercise in monitoring and driving up quality in teams.  For Bill teams, that would include 

monitoring the quality of memoranda and reports of this Committee on them. 

Countess Mar: Thank you.  That is very pleasing to hear. 

Q26  Baroness Andrews: If I may just follow that up, it is the quality of memorandum we 

are concerned with, and that obviously includes both the legal technicalities and the 

accuracy of those.  However, it is also about the nature of the response we get, the 

explanation we get and the degree of explanation for why certain instruments are chosen, 

affirmative as opposed to negative, or whatever.  Does the lawyer get involved in that sort 

of dialogue with the policy officials that enables a lawyer to say, “Well, we do not think you 

have gone quite far enough in explaining why this is urgent, or why it is technical and 

therefore should be negative, or why it is actually so important that we are going to 

recommend affirmative”.  Is he part of that debate? 

Jonathan Jones: He will be part of it.  Perhaps it is worth explaining.  As I think you will 

have seen from the written evidence to the Committee, there is no set template for the 

role of lawyers as opposed to policy officials in the production of these memoranda.  In 

practice, lawyers will always be involved to some extent.  Precisely who does the drafting, 

who does the first draft, or who co-ordinates the draft, will vary from Bill to Bill and 

department to department.  I think that is probably as it should be.   
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The whole process of producing a Bill is, in practice, a partnership between the lawyers and 

the policy officials.  Of course, there is a whole mass of material that has to be produced 

apart from the Bill itself.  There will be Explanatory Notes; there will be memoranda to this 

Committee and to the Human Rights Committee.  There will be all sorts of other briefing 

material to be produced for members of both Houses and the public and so on.  In practice 

that will be a joint effort between the lawyers, the legal team and the policy team.  That said, 

lawyers will always be involved in the production of the memoranda, and they may very well 

be the lead drafters of the memorandum, so they take their share of the issue this 

Committee is looking at, which is to say the quality of the document that is produced.   

On the specific question of which powers are chosen, that, in the end of course, is not a 

legal question; it is a policy question ultimately for Ministers.  When to take delegated 

powers—if so, what form of power and subject to what kind of control—is not a hard-

edged legal question for lawyers to decide.  As a matter of judgment, it will be informed by 

principles, precedent, not least reports of this Committee and so on, which lawyers may 

well be very well placed to advise on.  Again, I would expect there to be a dialogue between 

lawyer and policy official, and indeed Minister.   

A theme you touch on that I have picked up from reading your recent reports is that 

sometimes, where a particular form of power is chosen, the explanation for that choice is 

not very fulsome.  If there is one theme I have picked up already from your inquiry, it is that.  

For example, where the negative resolution procedure is chosen, there needs to be some 

proper explanation of that.  That will be a very clear message that comes out of this.  That 

explanation may include a range of factors, and it may be a range of factors on which views 

will differ, let us be honest, whether it is the level of detail of the provision, the level of 

importance of what is going to go in the instrument or the timing with which instruments 

might have to be produced or amended and so on.  All those might be relevant factors.  
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Again, I would expect that to be the subject of a discussion between the lawyer, the policy 

official, all informed by their collective wisdom and experience, and, as I say, by previous 

reports to this Committee.  I hope that is helpful. 

Baroness Andrews: Yes, that is very helpful.  Thank you very much. 

Q27   Baroness Fookes: Mr Jones, when drawing up the memoranda, the particular 

department will have official Cabinet guidance.  It will have guidance from this Committee in 

written form and that could serve as a precedent.  Do you think that the guidance as it is 

currently embodied in documents is sufficient?  Could it be improved? 

Jonathan Jones: It is very good guidance; it is very clear.  Lawyers certainly have regard to 

it, as do their policy colleagues in producing these memoranda.  It can always be improved.  

It is apparent that there are examples of good practice and examples of poorer practice that 

we could embed in the guidance.  I am sure that will happen as a result of this inquiry.  I also 

think that there is an opportunity to disseminate the guidance, or particular examples, 

probably more widely and more freely than we do.  I hope the arrangements I have already 

described for sharing best practice will help in that.  I do not think the guidance is 

particularly flawed.  It can probably be improved.  I do not necessarily think the answer to 

this is to proliferate more and more guidance.  It is just to keep the guidance under review 

and make sure that we are embedding in it the examples of really good practice—and, 

where relevant, poor practice—so that those who are drafting have readily available to 

them the material they need to produce a really good memorandum. 

Baroness Fookes:  Do you have a system at present for a regular update—not, as you say, 

proliferation but simply updating one and discarding the earlier ones? 

Jonathan Jones: We have a system, but I am not going to pretend it has been hugely active.  

I have referred already to the cross-government group on primary legislation.  I think that 

will probably be the best route for sharing this knowledge and, where relevant, 
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recommending updates to the guidance.  I am confident that one output from this inquiry 

will be that we do that in a more systematic way. 

Baroness Fookes: When we had evidence from Mr Heaton last week, he suggested that 

we should say explicitly as a Committee that a one-line explanation such as “the negative 

speaks for itself” should be stated by this Committee.  I am shocked that we should feel it 

necessary to have to say that.  Could you comment? 

Jonathan Jones:  In a way you have now said it.  I think I have already deduced it from 

previous reports and indeed from the discussion that you had with Mr Heaton.  Whether or 

not it goes in your report as a result of this inquiry, it is a pretty clear message, which, as I 

said, we will take away, that the explanations for the choice of procedure, in particular for 

the choice of negative procedure, need to be fuller and more explicit.  We cannot rely 

simply on assumptions that negative is okay if you do not need to justify anything else. 

Q28   Lord Bourne of Aberystwyth: Good morning.  Thank you very much for your 

evidence.  You have already referred to significant lapses that we have in some of the 

memoranda, although, as you also say, some are very good.  I think we are all heartened by 

the fact that as Treasury Solicitor you are going to have overall purview of these ultimately.  

By historical accident, some are not with you at the moment.  Can you give us some idea of 

the timescale for completing that process where you will, as it were, have overall control of 

these, because clearly our aim is to iron out these lapses, so far as we can, so that they are 

taken on board and they do not happen in the future. 

Jonathan Jones: The process of reform of the Government Legal Service, which I referred 

to earlier, is a structural reform that in our world is quite big because it is bringing together 

a large number of what were previously separate legal teams into a single department.  That 

is still ongoing and will take some months. 

Lord Bourne of Aberystwyth: Months? 
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Jonathan Jones: That will take some months. 

Lord Bourne of Aberystwyth: Right. 

Jonathan Jones: Possibly many months because we are doing it in phases and a number of 

departments are not yet part of the wider shared service.  I do not think that measures 

taken as a result of this inquiry need to wait for that, because we already have the 

Government Legal Service community, even if it is a bit fragmented at the moment.  Some 

of the things that we can do about sharing good practice, joint training and updating 

guidance and so on can be done without waiting for those structural changes to be made.  I 

think they will be easier when the structural changes are in place, because we will have 

clearer reporting mechanisms and so on.  I would expect us to be able to respond to this 

inquiry without waiting for that structural process to be complete, if that makes sense. 

Lord Bourne of Aberystwyth: If I could just follow that up, it does make sense.  Months 

not years is heartening, but in the interim presumably nobody is taking an overall purview of 

BIS, as I think you have mentioned.  That goes to BIS and it does not go anywhere else, so if 

they are not looking at it properly nobody is, as it were, taking oversight of that. 

Jonathan Jones: I have no reason to suppose that BIS is not taking this seriously, 

Lord Bourne of Aberystwyth: I am using that as an example. 

Jonathan Jones: If it is an example, it happens to be a team that is not currently within my 

department, but it is part of the wider Government Legal Service.  To the extent, as you 

say, that there is no single oversight role over this process at the moment, we can do quite 

a lot of that, even with the current federal structure, without waiting for all these 

departments to come within the central Treasury Solicitor’s Department. 

The Chairman: Lady Mar, you want to come in. 

Q29   Countess Mar: When Mr Heaton was addressing us last week, he mentioned that 

some of the Bill teams were not experienced.  Will there be a possibility when you have got 
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them all together for the inexperienced teams to refer to more experienced teams for 

advice and help? 

Jonathan Jones: I think that is right.  It happens already to an extent.  I have already said 

that lawyers that are new to Bill work will receive training, and that will typically be training 

by more experienced Bill lawyers.  In practice, lawyers are often among the more 

experienced staff working on Bills, as opposed to policy officials, who may do only one or 

two Bills in their whole career, because they will have been doing other policy work.  

Lawyers will often do many Bills in the course of their career.  Often, not always, they will 

be the point of continuity and the source and repository of shared knowledge.  But, of 

course, at any given time some lawyers will be new to Bill work and, as I have said, there is 

a process for training them.  I think we can get better at the way in which we share 

information around that community, as I said. 

Q30   Baroness Andrews: I think you have partially answered the question.  My question 

was really going to be about how you actually see a change of culture.  How do you embed 

better practice across the whole working of Bill teams in relation, say, to delegated 

legislation?  It sounds as though you have identified a problem, which you are addressing by 

taking your lawyers under your control.  What does that actually do, however, to the 

departmental work?  Will it make it more difficult for the departments to get a grip on 

some of the legal work that they have to do?  I am not explaining this very well.  What is the 

downside of this?  What we are concerned about, first, is obviously to help to raise the 

game of Bill teams in this particular respect of delegated legislation; what you are doing 

actually seems to be designed to address a number of different problems.  Is there going to 

be a downside to it, or do you see this as really bringing cultural change with it? 

Jonathan Jones: My aim is that it should bring cultural change.  It is a significant change in 

the organisation of the government legal function.  I am clear about that.  One of the main 
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reasons for doing it is to share best practice, to share knowledge and expertise around the 

system, to identify good practice and, frankly, bring all teams up to the standard of the best 

and beyond—and where there is slightly poorer practice, to help to eliminate it, to train 

people, to teach people and bring the standard up. 

This inquiry is utterly timely from my point of view because it is one aspect of quality of the 

government service.  It stands to reason that if you have lots of relatively separate individual 

legal teams, some will be better than others.  If you do not have a system for cross-

fertilisation and sharing between them, you are less likely to bring the poorer ones up to the 

standard of the best.  That applies generally, not specifically to Bill work or delegated 

powers memoranda, but you can see that it fits in with that agenda.  

You ask whether there is a downside.  There are some risks to it.  There are some risks 

with any change.  One of the risks is that by bringing the teams together, if I can 

oversimplify, into a more co-ordinated legal function, you lose the link with the individual 

department.  I am pretty confident that we can avoid or mitigate that risk.  For most of the 

teams I have described, including all those that are working on Bills, the lawyers will still be 

in client-focused departments, and in almost every case they will still be physically co-

located with those departments.   

If I take my own previous department, the Home Office, it is one of those teams that has 

now joined the Treasury Solicitor’s shared service, but they remain specialist Home Office 

lawyers; they remain co-located in the Home Office, and they retain their very close 

relationship with their Home Office clients, including, of course, those who are working on 

Bills, which is a big part of the Home Office legal work.  I am trying to get the best of both 

worlds so you get the really strong client link; you have lawyers who really understand the 

work of their departments and work closely with their clients.  On the other hand, they are 

part of a wider legal organisation, my department, which is better placed to do all the things 
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that we have described, which is to identify good practice, to share it, to have really strong 

joint training, and to manage the careers of lawyers around the service, which makes sure 

that you have strong continuity of service and so on.  That is, I hope, the answer to your 

question. 

Baroness Andrews: It is.  To put it simply, what is the problem that you have been trying 

to solve? 

Jonathan Jones: The problem—two or three manifestations of it—is that you have had a 

government legal function organised, as I say, in a slightly odd way: some of the teams are 

within the Treasury Solicitor’s Department and some not.  Inevitably in that model you get 

some overlap.  There is some reinventing the wheel in individual teams, because they are all 

basically trying to do the same kind of work.  The systems for sharing information and 

knowledge around the system are okay but could be better.  The arrangements for 

deployment of staff and for managing people’s careers around that system are okay but 

could be better.  This is a system—the current Government Legal Service model—that 

works pretty well most of the time but could work better with a bit more grip, a bit more 

co-ordination and a bit more control.  You say, “What is the problem that they are trying to 

solve?”.  I think I would put it another way: what are the improvements that we think these 

changes can make? 

Baroness Andrews: Thank you very much. 

Q31  Baroness Drake: Good morning. 

Jonathan Jones: Good morning.  

Baroness Drake: Staying with this issue of raising quality in the legal function, it appears 

from the evidence that we the Committee have received from the departments that it is the 

Bill team manager and the Bill lawyer who are responsible for the preparation of the 

delegated powers memorandum.  To your knowledge, or in your view, is the delegated 
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powers memorandum signed off by the lawyer, or might it be signed off by a non-lawyer?  Is 

there a case for the formalising of sign-off being the responsibility of the Bill lawyer? 

Jonathan Jones: I have already said that in practice it is a partnership between lawyer and 

client, typically the Bill manager.  Practice varies a bit between departments as to who does 

precisely what in that process: so who does the first draft.  If it is a big Bill, there may be bits 

of the memorandum that are drafted by different parts of the team who are specialists in a 

particular topic and so on.  There will be a process of bringing all that together, and then at 

the end they will pull it together into a completed document, which may of itself raise 

quality challenges because you are producing a draft that may include contributions from 

different people and you will have to marry up cross references and all the things that 

sometimes poor memoranda get wrong.  Then in the end there will be someone who has to 

sign it off.  I am agnostic, if I am honest, as to whether that has to be a lawyer, provided that 

lawyers are involved in the process where they need to be.  Ultimately, of course, it is for 

the Minister to make the decision and to approve the memorandum.  As I say, I am pretty 

agnostic as to whether, formally speaking, there ought to be a rule that it is a lawyer as 

opposed to the Bill manager who signs it off.  In one sense, it is not a legal document: it is an 

important part of the apparatus supporting the Bill.  It has a legal element and it is right that 

lawyers should be involved in that.  That is what I would say. 

Baroness Drake: If you do not have sign-off from the Bill lawyer—I am being agnostic for 

the moment—at least for the draft that goes to the Minister, does that not inhibit your 

ability to exercise a quality-assurance role over the quality of the memorandum? 

Jonathan Jones: What I am really saying is that I am not sure whether you need a formal 

role.  What I would say is that lawyers have to be involved in the process, and they take 

their share of the responsibility for the finished article. 
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Baroness Drake: When Richard Heaton gave evidence to us, he rejected the idea that 

parliamentary counsel should always sign off the memorandum on the grounds that he really 

wanted the authorship to be right.  Do you agree with him? 

Jonathan Jones: I do agree with that.  This is a departmental document.  Parliamentary 

counsel have a particular role of drafting the Bill, but the departmental lawyers, who in most 

cases will be lawyers in my department now, as you have heard, will in practice be closer to 

the clients and more closely involved in the day-to-day preparation of all the surrounding 

material supporting the Bill, including the delegated powers memorandum.  It is probably for 

the department, including the departmental lawyers, to take responsibly for this, bringing in 

parliamentary counsel as and when they need to, as I think Richard Heaton said. 

Baroness Drake: If the emphasis is on getting the authorship right, obviously a lot of what 

you have said this morning is about monitoring as a way of getting the quality up, but if you 

had to identify the two or three key levers for getting it right, what would they be?  

Obviously one would be monitoring for quality. 

Jonathan Jones: One would be monitoring for quality.  One would be the training and the 

awareness-raising that we have already spoken about—that those working on these 

memoranda have good guidance on what a good memorandum should look like, so that 

they are not starting with a blank sheet of paper.  They have some idea—not a formal 

template but some guidance—as to what a good product looks like.  There must be a good 

system for sharing feedback, including reports of this Committee, and identifying any themes 

that flow from it.  Those would be the main levers, and ultimately monitoring. If there were 

systemic poor performance, then there would be a system as part of the quality measures 

that I have talked about that can alert ultimately me if there is a particular team, which I 

hope there is not and will not be, that is falling down in its work.  Then we can take 

measures, whether more specific training or putting in a SWAT team of experts to help 
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them—that kind of thing.  I hope we will not get there, but that would be the kind of 

measure one could take. 

Baroness Drake: Thank you. 

Q32   Lord Marks of Henley-on-Thames: I should mention to you that I have declared 

an interest as a barrister, and members of my chambers do a considerable amount of work 

for your department, but I do not think I have ever done anything particularly significant for 

your department.  I would like to ask this. Lawyers in the Government Legal Service are 

involved both in primary legislation, which gives the delegated powers, and then of course in 

the drafting of the secondary legislation that follows from them.  Do you think that the 

delegated powers memoranda that are produced are of use at the second stage of that 

process?  Do you think that those drafting the relevant statutory instruments rely on the 

memoranda as a resource? 

Jonathan Jones: I do not think they do at the moment, systematically.  I do not believe they 

do.  Normally the lawyer drafting the statutory instrument will look at the Bill to see what 

the powers are, and that will of course include what type of power they are exercising and 

subject to what procedure.  The Bill, or by then an Act, is plainly the primary source for the 

power, and that is what the lawyer will be looking at when drafting the instrument.   

I would say that reference to the delegated powers memorandum, or to any report of this 

Committee on it, would fall into the same category as any other parliamentary material.  It 

is not unheard of, but it is relatively rare, that in construing a statute one needs to look back 

at the parliamentary material to see what was really meant, and that might include debates 

in the House or reports of Committees on the Bill.  It might include, of course, 

departmental material on the Bill, including what instructions went to parliamentary counsel 

and so on.  Sometimes one will want to look back at the Bill material in order to construe 
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the Act, in a case of doubt or if there is some real issue about how the Act is to be 

interpreted.   

I would think that the interpretation of powers will be in the same category.  Just 

occasionally, if the Bill as enacted is unclear as to the nature or the scope of the power, or 

there is some controversy over what the power was, one might want to look back at the 

parliamentary material, including whatever came before or out of this Committee, but I do 

not think that happens routinely.  In fact, I am not sure that I would expect it to, but it might 

have to on occasion. 

Lord Marks of Henley-on-Thames: I was really suggesting that this might go wider than 

a mere question of construction: that the underlying policy behind the grant of the power 

might be clear from the memorandum, and a matter that the drafter of secondary legislation 

might like to consider when regulations are suggested by Ministers. 

Jonathan Jones: I can see the point.  The honest answer to your question at the moment is 

that it does not routinely happen.  As part of the process of embedding better awareness of 

the work of this Committee, and memoranda to it and your reports, the lawyers drafting 

statutory instruments might well have better awareness of what is being said about their 

powers and do look back more routinely.  I would not like to think that there should be 

some kind of rule about that, but it might become more regular practice. 

Lord Marks of Henley-on-Thames: In relation to decisions that are made by mostly 

lawyers as to which level of scrutiny would be appropriate for delegated powers, how far do 

members of your department—and, at the moment, departmental lawyers—look at 

precedent? In connection with that, how far is the delegated powers memorandum 

particularly important, as we would like to think it is, in considering the role of precedent in 

the level of scrutiny? 
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Jonathan Jones: Precedent is very important.  One should not be a slave to precedent, of 

course, but it is very important.  The memorandum to this Committee, and reports of this 

Committee, form a really important part of that body of precedent.  In some ways, it is 

really the only official body of precedent because, as I have said, these are not, in the end, 

questions of law.  A court is not going to opine on whether a particular type of power is 

appropriate.  A court might in time have to judge whether the use of power is appropriate, 

but ultimately the decision on whether a type of power is appropriate is a decision for 

Parliament informed primarily, I would have thought, by the work of this Committee.  This 

is a really important body of precedent that those making decisions about powers and 

drafting the memoranda will have regard to.  

I have said that ultimately that is not a legal question.  I do not think it is right to say that the 

departmental lawyers will be deciding on what level of power or what type of power is 

appropriate.  I think the departmental lawyers will very often be in a strong position to 

advise on that, bearing in mind their knowledge more generally of the use of powers, on the 

issues of principle involved and so on.  As I have said, they may very well be the people who 

have most experience of Bill work and will have been involved in those sorts of decisions 

before.  In the end, it is not ultimately a legal question, but lawyers will have a role in 

advising on it.  As I keep saying, I can only expect that as a result of this inquiry the 

knowledge of that body of precedent and the principles that it reveals will become better 

embedded among those who are working in this area and are drafting these memoranda. I 

hope so. 

Q33   Lord Marks of Henley-on-Thames: My next question is purely practical.  Do you 

think that lawyers in your department and Bill teams would benefit from some streamlining 

of the electronic resource?  At the moment, as I understand it, you can go on this 

Committee’s website and you will get the package of the Bill, the delegated powers 
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memorandum and our report; they are set out one by one.  Do you think it would be 

helpful to collect together in one place, possibly just by links, an arrangement of all the 

reports and all the delegated powers memoranda, or at least to encourage people to look at 

that website, possibly as rearranged? 

Jonathan Jones: It can only help.  I cannot say that I have received a huge amount of cry 

that your website should be redesigned from the lawyers working in this area.  When I 

knew I was coming to give evidence to this Committee, I went into the website to dig out 

some of the reports.  Some I had to dig a bit more deeply to get, so anything that makes this 

material more accessible can only help.  I do hope, as I say, that it can be supplemented by 

what we do around the government legal community to disseminate the really key examples 

and the good examples of best practice.  I do not, if I am honest, have some kind of 

prescription for technological improvement that I think would make a huge difference.  Of 

course, the more accessible the material is, the better. 

Lord Marks of Henley-on-Thames: Do you think people visit the website when drafting 

the memoranda at the moment?  That is really the key question. 

Jonathan Jones: I honestly do not know.  I suspect some do and some do not. 

Lord Marks of Henley-on-Thames: Could that be further encouraged?  

Jonathan Jones: I expect that more of them will as a result of this process. 

The Chairman: Lady Andrews, I think yours is probably the last one. 

Q34   Baroness Andrews: Very briefly, because you have given such comprehensive 

answers, is there anything else that you would recommend the departments could do or 

that you could do within your own office, or indeed that the Committee could do, to bring 

a more certain guarantee of transparency and quality, say, to the memorandum?  

Jonathan Jones: I think I have probably covered the key point, which is that we use this 

inquiry not least as an opportunity to identify what we think the problems are to the extent 
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that there are themes, and we have touched on one of them, which is the failure to give full 

explanations of the choice of procedure.  We must be clear about those and embed those 

messages, those lessons, in the processes that for the most part we already have: the 

training arrangements, the cross-departmental group that I have talked about, and any other 

messages that I can help disseminate as a result of this inquiry.  The messages will come out 

more clearly. For the most part the processes are there, and we should have a better 

system for getting them round the community of people who do this work. 

The Chairman: Thank you very much indeed for your evidence.  It has been extremely 

useful. 

Jonathan Jones: Thank you very much for having me.  

The Chairman: Not at all.  Thank you.  
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Professor Helen Xanthaki17 - Written Evidence 
 
My Lords, 

I write to respond to the Inquiry into the quality of delegated powers memoranda. 

The principle of separation of powers assigns the power to legislate to the legislature. This 
is an exclusive power and an exclusive privilege of the legislature. Since delegated legislation 
signifies binding legal instruments produced by the executive, delegated legislation can only 
be viewed as a legitimate yet in principle extra-ordinary departure from the constitutional 
norm. It involves a paradox: an, in principle18, constitutionally sound constitutional anomaly, 
or an unfortunate but inevitable infringement of the separation of powers19. The problem is 
that this anomaly is used so frequently that it is often viewed as nothing out of the norm. 
And that often delegation is so broad that the primary Act is a bare ‘skeleton’ legislation.20  

But at the same time delegation is a useful drafting tool that contributes greatly to legislative 
and ultimately regulatory quality.21 So much so that countries with excessive delegation have 
been called ‘executive paradise’.22 In order to serve its benevolent purpose, delegated 
legislation must be drafted in a manner that offers respect to the balance of powers of the 
state with specific reference to the delimitation of the authority to legislate in the enabling 
clause; and to the control of the legislative instrument by the judiciary.23  

A section of the Draft Deregulation Bill currently [namely in March 2014] before the House 
of Commons, and already passed through the second reading, reads as follows_ 

 
65 Consequential amendments, repeals and revocations 

(1)The Secretary of State may by order made by statutory instrument make such  
provision as the Secretary of State considers appropriate in consequence of this  
Act. 

(2)An order under subsection (1)— 

(a)may include transitional, transitory or saving provision; 

                                            
17 Helen Xanthaki, LL.B. (Athens), M.Jur, Ph.D. (Durham) is Professor of Law and Legislative Studies, and 
Academic Director of the Sir William Dale Centre for Legislative Studies at the Institute of Advanced Legal 
Studies, School of Advanced Study, University of London. The evidence reflects the author’s personal views 
and does not constitute an institutional response. 
18 Provided that the following principles are met: reliability, predictability, openness, transparency, 
accountability, efficiency and effectiveness: see OECD Sigma Papers: No. 27 ‘European Principles for Public 
Administration’, 1998. 
19 See H W R Wade, Administrative Law (Oxford, Clarendon Press 1967), 291. 
20 See Editorial ‘Scrutinizing Enabling Powers’ [1993] 14 Statute Law Review xi, xii; also see Sir Justice V C R 
A C Crabbe ‘Shorter Parliamentary Enactments and Longer Regulation’ [1986] 7 Statute Law Review 4, 6. 
21 On this Janus faced nature of delegated legislation see K Kabba ‘Judicial Review An Essential Tool for 
Curbing the Excesses and Abuse of Executive Action in Sierra Leone’ [2011] 13 European Journal of Law 
Reform 312, 321. 
22 See L Zines, Constitutional Change in the Commonwealth (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1991) 
47. 
23 See P A Joseph ‘Delegated Legislation in New Zealand’ [1997] 18 Statute Law Review 85, 103. 
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(b)may repeal, revoke or otherwise amend or modify any provision of primary or 
subordinate legislation (including legislation passed or made in the same Session as 
this Act). 

(3)A statutory instrument containing (whether alone or with other provision) an order 
under this section which repeals, revokes or otherwise amends any provision of 
primary legislation is not to be made unless a draft of the instrument has been laid 
before, and approved by a resolution of, each House of Parliament. 

(4)A statutory instrument containing an order under this section which does not repeal, 
revoke or otherwise amend any provision of primary legislation is subject to annulment 
in pursuance of a resolution of either House of Parliament. 

(5)In this section— 

“primary legislation” means— 

(a) an Act; 
(b) (b)an Act of the Scottish Parliament; 
(c) (c)a Measure or Act of the National Assembly for Wales; 
(d) (d)Northern Ireland legislation; 
(e) “subordinate legislation” means— 
(f) (a)subordinate legislation within the meaning of the 

Interpretation Act 1978; 
(g) (b)an instrument made under an Act of the Scottish Parliament; 
(h) (c)an instrument made under a Measure or Act of the 

National Assembly for Wales; 
(i) (d)an instrument made under Northern Ireland legislation.24  

 

The draft provision offers a wealth of opportunities for comments: the necessity of 
subsection 2 in view of the generality of subsection 1; the negative style of expression of the 
requirement for any statutory instrument under this order to be approved by both Houses 
in subsection 2; the utility of subsection 4 as a separate subsection as opposed to its use to 
quality the general subsection 1 within subsection 1; or even the utility of subsection 5 that 
conveys common knowledge instead of an application provision. But what is, thankfully, rare 
and extra-ordinary with this draft section is the generality of the enabling clause in 
subsection 1. Although, when read in conjunction with subsections 2 and 4, the enabling 
clause in subsection 1 seems constitutionally palatable, the drafting of subsection 1 qualifies 
it as one of the most profoundly unconstitutional provisions that UK legislation has to offer. 
The problem of subsection 1 is that it transfers legislative power to the Secretary of State 
without any indication of the delimitations of this power: this abstract enabling clause fails to 
offer the Secretary of State any parameters of subject or time within which the delegation is 
to be exercised. Ultimately the Secretary of State seems to be offered a carte blanche to 
legislate as thought appropriate in order to secure the application of the draft Act. And the 
seal of legitimacy of the resulting legislative instruments is transferred to the State Secretary 

                                            
24 See Draft Deregulation Bill (HC Bill 162), http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/bills/cbill/2013-
2014/0162/cbill_2013-20140162_en_6.htm#pb17-l1g65. I am indebted to Jonathan Teasdale, Sir William Dale 
Fellow, for alerting me to this provision. 
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wholesale and seemingly without any control from the legislature. The construction of this 
enabling clause is exactly what drafters are to avoid.  

It is only when the rest of the section is taken into account that the true extent of the 
transfer of legislative power becomes clear: the Secretary of State has the discretion to 
make statutory instruments that can include transitional, saving, amending, or repeal 
provisions, subject to approval from both Houses. In other words, the enacting clause of 
subsection 1 conveys a false impression of general delegation, whereas the delegation of 
section 65 is limited on a number of bases: the executive body with the power to legislate 
[namely the Secretary of State]; the type of resulting delegated instrument [namely SI]; the 
type of provision in the SI [only transitional, saving, amending, or repealing]; and procedure 
[subject to approval from both Houses of Parliament].  It would have been far better for the 
drafter to merge these subjections into one, thus offering the Secretary of State an accurate 
depiction of the limited power conveyed to them by section 65. 

It is precisely this example of dubious construction that leads to conclusions on what 
construction one is to expect from delegated legislation, and consequently what the criteria 
for the scrutiny of the delegated instruments may be. In turn, these criteria serve as optimal 
points of content for delegated powers memoranda. 
The role of enabling provisions is to convey clearly the policy aims of the Ministerial power25 
and the narrow limits of the delegation26, as a means of presenting the reflective reaction of 
the legislature to the legitimate constitutional anomaly of empowering the executive to 
legislate. The role of the delegate instrument is to promote effectiveness of regulation. And 
in that respect drafting virtues to be promoted are clarity, precision, and unambiguity. And 
these are precisely the quality criteria for scrutiny of delegated instruments. 
Viewing delegated legislation as ‘subordinate’, which is the prevalent term in UK legislation, 
creates the impression that it is somehow less important for the users. This cannot be 
further from the truth. Delegated legislation now forms the bulk of legislative instruments 
regulating citizen activity. In fact, with the new policy of transposing EU legislation via 
delegated legislation, the life of citizens tend to be more directly affected by delegated 
legislation rather than general framework type laws passed by the Houses of Parliament. 
Moreover, it is delegated legislation that is applied by most authorities in their interaction 
with citizens, thus rendering the possibility and danger of corruption all the more 
pronounced.27  
 
There is little doubt that effectiveness of the enabling clause directs the drafter to clarity, 
precision, and unambiguity of: 

 the precise power transferred; 
 the time within which the power is to be exercised;  
 the person to which the transfer is made; 
 the manner in which the transfer is to be exercised; and 
 any discretion to make use of the power or not.   

                                            
25 See See First Progress Report 2005-2006 (First Report) (HL Paper 30), para 6; also see Defamation Bill 
(Ninth Report) (HL Paper 86), para 6; also see See V R A C Crabbe Legislative Precedents - Volume II (London, 
Cavendish Publishing Ltd, 1998) 48-49. 
26 See European Parliament (Representation) Bill (Fifth Report) (HL Paper 56) , para 4; also see Age-Related 
Payments Act (Thirteen Report) (HL Paper 172), para 6; and Defamation Bill (Ninth Report) (HL Paper 86), 
para 6. 
27 See A Seidman, R B Seidman, and N Abeyesekere Legislative Drafting for Democratic Social Change – A Manual 
for Drafters (The Hague, Kluwer, 2001) 351. 
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And, since it is the limits to the delegation that are crucial for the implementation of the 
provision, it is precisely the conditions attached to the exercise of power in the enabling 
clause that must be expressly and precisely introduced. Here brevity bows down to 
precision.  
  
As for the criteria of legislative quality of delegated instruments, drafting conventions apply. 
The title must be informative and distinctive not just for the administrative but mainly for 
the users of the delegated instrument. For example The Judicial Pensions (Widows’, 
Widowers’ and Children’s Benefits) (Amendment) Regulations 2014 quickly informs the 
user that: a. they hang from The Judicial Pensions Act [1981]; b. they relate specifically to 
widow’s, widowers’, and children’s benefits; c. they amend former regulations [actually the 
1987 ones] with the same title; and d. they were issued in 2014. It is now easier to convey 
what a wealth of information the title can offer the user.  
 
The preamble, which may possibly be forgiven here, serves as an opportunity to make the 
link between the enabling clause and the delegated instrument as a means of specifying the 
parameters of the enabling power in the primary legislation, and ensuring that procedural 
requirements have been met. The enacting provision is as much a set formula as the 
enacting provision in primary legislation. And so house style and tradition prevails. But there 
is a simpler way of stating that the executive organ legislates. Best practice is traced in The 
Further Education Loans (Amendment) Regulations 2014 which clearly and simply states 
who legislates, by what instrument, and on which primary enabling basis_ 
 

The Secretary of State for Business, Innovation and Skills makes the following 
Regulations in exercise of the powers conferred by sections 22 and 42(6) of the 
Teaching and Higher Education Act 1998. 

 
But one finds it difficult to justify the verbosity of complexity of the 2014 No. 311 A31 
Trunk Road (Cadnam – Verwood Interchange) (Temporary Restriction and Prohibition of 
Traffic) Order 2014_ 
 

NOW, THEREFORE, the Secretary of State, in exercise of the powers conferred by 
section 14(1)(a) of the Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984(a), hereby makes the following 
Order:- 

 
Few modern delegated instruments present purpose clauses. This can be attributed to the 
lesser value now afforded to purpose clauses in general but also to the correct view that 
delegated legislation absorbs the purpose clause of the primary legislation from which it 
hangs. There is validity in the view that the purpose clause of delegated legislation coincides 
with that of the primary instrument: after all, both form a package of regulation contributing 
to the same policy. And this certainly applies to most delegated instruments. But delegated 
legislation supplementing or amending part of primary legislation introduces an environment 
fertile for a separate purpose clause. In other words, when the primary legislation is 
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amended or supplemented whilst remaining within the original policy of the primary Act28, 
the original purpose clause may be amended or supplemented also. It would not be 
appropriate to amend or supplement the original purpose clause in the primary legislation, 
as the amendment is effected via delegated legislation rather than amendment of the original 
primary Act. But it would make perfect sense to offer an addition to the purpose clause in 
the delegated instrument: then both the purpose clause and the text of the delegated 
instrument form a complete regulatory package with the primary Act. At the same time, 
there is an additional argument in favour of purpose clauses in delegated legislation of all 
functions where the purpose clause introduces the precise tangible criteria on the basis of 
which post legislative scrutiny of the regulatory package is to take place. In other words, the 
new function of purpose clauses as criteria of post legislative scrutiny applies to delegated 
legislation also, thus offering additional support to the addition of the now neglected tool of 
purpose clauses in both primary and delegated legislation of the type and kind that is fertile 
for post legislative measurement of effectiveness. 

Commencement provisions are necessary in delegated legislation and now tend to take the 
form of a precise date. For example, Article 1 of The Tobacco Products (Descriptions of 
Products) (Amendment) Order 2013 states_  

 
Citation and Commencement 
1.  This Order may be cited as the Tobacco Products (Descriptions of Products) 
(Amendment) Order 2013 and comes into force on 1st January 2014. 

 
Definitions are rare in delegated instruments. They are introduced only when necessary, and 
they must not depart from definitions in the primary legislation. This stems for the prevalent 
approach of linking primary and delegated legislation into a single regulatory package: new 
concepts are mostly presented in the primary legislation where they are defined. And the 
maxim of one term to express a concept applies not just within the primary instrument but 
within the regulatory package as a whole. But there is scope for definitions in delegated 
instruments that amend or supplement primary legislation. And these are to be introduced 
frugally and only where they assist the user, as is the case with definitions in primary 
legislation also. 

 Delegated instruments may also include retrospective provisions, if this power is 
specifically introduced in primary legislation. Similarly, express power is needed for 
delegated legislation that binds the Crown, for creating offences, 29 for dispensing with the 
law,30 or infringing fundamental common law rights such as the right to property31 or the 

                                            
28 The main objectives of the regulatory package must be included in the primary Act and not in delegated 
legislation: see Gangmasters (Licencing) Bill (Seventh Report) (HL Paper 108), paras 4-8; also see Armed 
Forces Bill (Thirteenth Report) (HL Paper 200), para 5. 
29 See Co-Operative and Community Benefit Societies and Credit Unions Bill (Nineteenth Report) (HL Paper 
158), para 14; also see Case of Proclamations (1611) 12 Co Rep 74. 
30 See Bill of Rights of 1689: ‘…the pretended Power of Suspending of Laws or the Execution of Laws by 
Regal Authority without Consent of Parliament is illegal’; also see A v Hayden (1984) 156 CLR 532, 580-1 
(Brennan J). 
31 Entick v Carrington (1765) 19 St Tr 1029; also Coco v The Queen (1994) 179 CLR 427, 435-7 (Mason Ci, 
Brennan, Gaudron and McHugh ii); but see contra Co-operative and Community Benefit Societies and Credit 
Unions Bill (Nineteenth Report) (HL Paper 158), para 14, which does not accept the use of delegated legislation 
for the creation of criminal offences. 
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right to respect for private life32. These are issues that require enhanced parliamentary 
legitimacy and as a norm must be reserved for primary legislation. George Winterton refers 
to these as limits on the depth of the executive power.33 The limits on the depth of non-
statutory executive power have been driven by principles of separation of powers, 
responsible government, accountability and the rule of law.34 But there is nothing to stop 
parliament from extending this capacity to the executive via an enabling clause in primary 
legislation. For example, The Olive Oil (Marketing Standards) Regulations 2014 state_ 

 
Offences and penalties 

11.  (1)  A person is guilty of an offence if that person—  

(a)fails to comply with a compliance notice; 

(b)intentionally obstructs an authorised officer exercising a power under these 
Regulations; 

(c)fails, without reasonable excuse, to give any assistance or information that the 
authorised officer may reasonably require for the enforcement of the EU 
Regulations or the performance of that officer’s functions under these 
Regulations; 

(d)knowingly gives false or misleading information to an authorised officer; or 

(e)without reasonable excuse, fails to produce a label, document or record, 
including— 

(i)the entry and withdrawal registers required to be kept under Article 
7a of Commission Regulation (EEC) No 2568/91, and 

(ii)the documentation described in Article 7 of Commission 
Implementing Regulation (EU) No 29/2012, 

when reasonably required to do so by an authorised officer.  

 
The signature, title and date must be included at the bottom of the text in a simple manner. 
For example, The Building (Amendment) (Wales) Regulations 2014 state_ 

 
Carl Sargeant 

Minister for Housing and Regeneration, one of the Welsh Ministers 
21 January 2014 

The short analysis of the scope, volume, and construction of delegated legislation brought to 
light the crucial role of delegated legislation for the regulation of everyday citizen activities. 
This would inform a necessity to scrutinize delegated legislation with as much, or even 

                                            
32 See Policing and Crime Bill (Sixteenth Report) (HL Paper 128), paras 11-15.  
33 See G Winterton, Parliament, the Executive and the Governor-General (Melbourne, Melbourne University 
Press, 1983) 29-30, 40-4. 
34 See C Saunders ‘The Sources and Scope of Commonwealth Power to Spend’ [2009] 20 Public Law Review 
256, 259. 
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more, vigour as primary legislation. But the nature and scope of this scrutiny cannot extend 
to issues of policy already debated and included in primary legislation. It does however 
extend beyond the superficial and technical glance of power delimitation. Effective delegated 
legislation also requires quality and ultimately homogeneity of legislative construction along 
the lines of the criteria presented above. 

I hope that this short contribution is of use to the Committee. 

 
June 2014  

 
 


